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Publisher’s Note

Tapestries
and the
Whole
Picture
T

he title of my last publisher’s note was,
“What is around the corner?” Of course, when I wrote
that I was thinking about all the exciting possibilities
that the new year was holding for all of us. Who knew that
a worldwide pandemic was lurking around the corner?
At first, I thought there was no way it could be anything
more than a situation lasting week or two, and I may have
cracked a few jokes about the toilet paper (or TP) flying
off the grocery store shelves.
Like you, I took precautions, practicing social distancing and
learning to work more remotely and creatively. I reached out to a
few people I knew who were sick and prayed for them, stocked up
on a few essentials and, I have to admit, maybe even felt a little
anxiety when TP started getting low and was nowhere to be found
in stores. I definitely stopped giggling about an old Seinfeld show
scene that had Elaine saying, “I can’t spare a square.” Suddenly,
that was not so funny.
Tomorrow might not be what we expect, what we hope for or
what we dream of. I know in my life that is certainly the case, but
I also know Who holds tomorrow.

A movie that I hold in high regard is a PureFlix Entertainment
movie called, Do You Believe. It is a story of several total
strangers and how their lives become woven together. Some of
the circumstances are tragic and some are miraculous, but at the
end, even with the tragedies, things worked out for a bigger plan.
Sometimes when I have personal disappointments, I remember
the narration at the end of that movie. It goes something like this:
“Life is like a tapestry. The back of the tapestry is such a jumbled
mess with threads crossing everywhere and nothing is in order.
But the front of a tapestry is usually a beautiful, intricate design
with so much value. We see the back of the tapestry, but God sees
the whole picture and each thread woven perfectly together is what
it took to create the Master’s design.”
Stay safe, stay kind, pray for our country and each
other. And, as always, thank you for reading Searcy
Living.

remember the extras

.com
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Over the Counter
Health Screenings
Are They Worth Your Time?
Tomi Chavez, PharmD Candidate 2021;
Lana Gettman, PharmD; Melissa Shipp, PharmD, BCPS

H

ave you ever been to a county fair or community
event and come across a booth with students in white
coats and a sign that says free health screenings? Did you know
that many people may not realize that they have elevated blood
pressure, high cholesterol, or diabetes? According to the National
Community Pharmacists Association, 1 in 3 people in the United
States have high blood pressure, diabetes affects 26 million people
and 7 million people are unaware that they have it, and 1 in 6 people
have high cholesterol. In addition, according to the America’s
Health Ranking, Arkansas is ranked the 48th state for being the
healthiest state overall. Health screenings are a great opportunity to
recognize potential health issues. Screenings at community events
not only provide an opportunity for an individual to understand
their medical needs, but also an opportunity for students to become
leaders in the community.
Health screenings are often provided by health professionals and/
or students who are training to become healthcare providers (such
as pharmacists or nurses). In addition, they are an opportunity to
provide preventive care and may encourage people to schedule
a visit with their healthcare provider. It is beneficial to bring a
list of current medications, medical and family history, and any
questions a person may have when attending a health screening.
During a health screening event, blood pressure, body mass index
(BMI), carbon monoxide level, blood glucose, and cholesterol can
be measured. If out of range levels are documented, an individual
may be referred to their primary care provider.

So why should you stop by a health
screening booth?
• It may help detect out of range tests and could potentially
prevent serious health problems later on.
• It provides an opportunity for you to learn more about
various healthcare providers.

14 Your Hometown Magazine

• A provider on staff can help answer questions about your
medications or health.
• It can empower you with the knowledge to start making
better choices to improve your health, which can help manage
or prevent diseases.
• It is free and you do not need to schedule an appointment.
Next time you walk by the health screening booth, remember
it might be worth your time to stop by. It can be insightful,
informative, and beneficial for your health. Health screenings can
be the first step in improving your health.
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We the People

 Tiffeny Crow (Emcee); Haley Morton from
Sheridan attends UCA (Miss Central Arkansas);
Haley Shourd from Conway (Miss Central
Arkansas Outstanding Teen); & Mike Beebe
(Emcee)

of the Unite d S tate s of Ame r ic a

 Tiffeny Crow (Emcee); Elizabeth Steely attends OBU (1st
Runner Up); Hannah Rainwater attends UCA (2nd Runner Up);
Morgan Maples, a senior at Searcy High School, (Alpha Talent
Award); Alexa Cormier (Peoples Choice Award); Haley Morton
(Overall Talent, Miss Congeniality, Evening Wear and Miss Central
Arkansas); & Mike Beebe (Emcee)

Pictures from the Miss Central Arkansas & Miss
Central Arkansas Scholarship Competition.

Winners Announced For Central Arkansas Competition
Miss Central Arkansas & Miss Central
Arkansas Outstanding Teen Scholarship
Competition was held in Searcy recently at the Searcy
High School Auditorium. Emcees for the evening were
Mrs. Tiffeny Thompson Crow of Conway & the Honorable
Mike Beebe of Searcy.
Over $70,000 In Kind University scholarships and $4,000 in
cash scholarships were presented to the winners.
Miss Central Arkansas for 2020 is Miss Haley Morton. Haley’s
hometown is Sheridan and she attends the University of Central
Arkansas. Haley also was presented the Miss Congeniality
Award, Overall Talent Award, and Evening Wear & Social Impact
Statement award. Haley won a total of $1,400 in cash scholarships
to a university of her choice. First Runner up was Elizabeth Steely,
winning a $300 scholarship. Elizabeth’s hometown is Conway
and she attends Ouachita Baptist University. Second Runner up
was Hannah Rainwater. Hannah’s hometown is Conway, and she
attends the University of Central Arkansas. Hannah won a $200
scholarship. Also winning awards were Morgan Maples, a senior
at Searcy High School who plans to attend Harding University in
the fall; and Alexa Cormier from Conway, a student at Arkansas
State University. Morgan won the Alpha Talent Award ($100
scholarship) and Alexa won the Peoples Choice Award ($100
scholarship).
16 Your Hometown Magazine

Miss Central Arkansas Outstanding Teen for 2020 ($600
Scholarship) is Miss Haley Shourd. Haley’s hometown is Conway
and she attends Conway Christian School. Haley also won the
following awards: Alpha Talent Award ($100 scholarship),
People’s Choice Award ($100 Scholarship), Teen Overall Talent
Award ($200 Scholarship), Teen Evening Wear ($200 scholarship)
and a $4,000 scholarship to Harding University. Miss Annie Behel
of Searcy, who attends Searcy High School, won First Runner Up
($300 scholarship) and Miss Congeniality ($200 Scholarship).
Second Runner Up ($200 Scholarship) was Marisol Sela from
Maumelle, who attends North Little Rock High School.
The Miss Arkansas Competition has maintained a tradition
for many decades of empowering young women to achieve their
personal and professional goals while providing a forum in which
to express their opinion, talent and intelligence. In 2019, Miss
Arkansas contestants were awarded over $182,300 in scholarships
and earned over $250,000 more in in-kind educational scholarships.
University scholarships presented to the Miss Central Arkansas
winner, if she attends one of these universities are: Central Baptist
College ($28,000), National Parks Community College ($8,220),
Southeast Arkansas College ($4,000), Arkansas State University in
Jonesboro ($2,000), University of Arkansas Community College
in Morrilton ($1,000 for the winner and $500 for the First Runner
Up.)
For the Miss Central Arkansas Outstanding Teen winner, if
she attends one of these universities are: Central Baptist College

in order to form a

more perfect union

“Those who are happiest are those
who do the most for others.”
– Booker T. Washington

 Tiffeny Crow (Emcee); Annie Behel attends Searcy
High School (Miss Congeniality and 1st Runner up); Haley
Shourd (Miss Central Arkansas Outstanding Teen, Alpha
Talent Award, Peoples Choice Award, Teen Evening Wear,
and Overall Teen Talent);
Mike Beebe (Emcee); & Marisol Sela (2nd Runner Up).
This is a Preliminary to the Miss Arkansas Competition
which will be held at Robinson Auditorium in
Little Rock in June.

($28,000 scholarship) and Harding University ($4,000 scholarship).
Nancy Thompson, Executive Director, would like to thank all of
the universities listed, businesses who provided scholarship money,
businesses who gave gift certificates to the winning candidates and
food establishments who provided food for the candidates, judges
and VIPs. Without your support this competition would not be
possible.

“

The Miss Arkansas Competition has
maintained a tradition for many decades
of empowering young women to achieve
their personal and professional goals while
providing a forum in which to express their
opinion, talent and intelligence.

”
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a nd secure the

Blessings of Liberty

At the Veterans’ Coffee Call, Chit Chat &
Chew Cafe’s owner, Jacob Dixon, was presented
with a Purple Heart designated parking sign for
the business by Will Marler, Quartermaster VFW
Post 10007, Bald Knob; and Bill Blecher, Combat
Veterans Motorcycle Association Arkansas’s State
Representative.
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Choose Joy
searcy living would like to
thank you for the Joy Rock!
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We hold

these t r u t h s to b e

self-evident

 (L-R) Dewey and Roberta Spencer present a $10,000 check to Elizabeth Heard and
Will Walker, new chairman of the Pioneer Village Museum Annex building project.

Pioneer Village Museum Annex Receives Donation
The future Pioneer Village Museum Annex
received a $10,000 donation recently from Dewey and
Roberta Spencer of Judsonia, AR.
The White County Historical Society’s (WCHS) Pioneer
Village (PV) on Higginson Street in Searcy will be expanding
with a new PV Museum and Visitor Center Annex. It will be
located adjacent to the present PV, only feet from the entrance
gate on the south side.
The building will consist of a static display and functioning
museum, visitor center, large atrium for exhibits and meetings,
conference room, gift shop, theater, offices for the WCHS and
PV, archive research library, kitchen, restrooms and storage
for historic artifacts. Fundraising is underway to secure the
construction cost. This is a City, County, Community and
WCHS project.
Dewey Spencer resigned as project chairman last year due to
health reasons. He designed and worked on the project for three
years to get it started.
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Will Walker, owner of Yesteryear, a media converting
personal historian company, is the new Annex building project
chairman. Walker is vice-president of the WCHS, chairman of
Searcy Heritage Commission, and is involved in Beats & Eats,
and other community activities.
Amber Walker, Will’s wife, will become secretary of the
building project taking Roberta Spencer’s position, who also
resigned. Elizabeth Heard serves as vice-chairman and is the
chairman of PV and WCHS treasurer. A board of directors is
being established.
Contact Will Walker at (501) 388-6145 or 239-1959 or
e-mail pvmannex@gmail.com
Pioneer Village Museum Annex:
P.O. Box 2244
Searcy, AR 72145

Searcy Eaton Corporation
Employees Donate to White Co.
Single Parent Scholarship Fund, Inc.
The Community Action Support Team (C.A.S.T.)
of Eaton Corporation, Searcy, recently awarded a $5,000
grant to the White County Single Parent Scholarship
Fund, Inc. The funds will be used to award Eaton
Scholarships to White County parents of minor children
who are working on completing their post-secondary
education. Since its beginning in 1999, WCSPSF, Inc.
has awarded 694 scholarships with a value of $429,234.
For more information about WCSPSF, Inc. contact
Executive Director, Dan Newsom, at wcspsf,inc@gmail.
comor call 501-230-2414.
 Pictured are Eaton Community Action Team
member Jeff Spearn presenting the Fall 2019 Eaton
Scholarship to Ashley Brown and her son, Gunner.
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That all men

are create d

equal

Dwayne LaForce we are so grateful that you recovered
from Covid-19! Thank you for donating Plasma at the Blood
Institute in NLR after recovering and testing negative.
“Words are not adequate to describe the heart warming feelings
y’all have given me by responding to my donation. Thank you
everyone for the kind words and encouragement. I wasn’t
expecting the response I received, I just wanted those that have
had the corona virus and have been tested negative to consider
donating. Thank you again for the support!”
~Dwayne LaForce
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They are endowed

by their C r e ato r with

certain unalienable rights

Floyd EH Club
Floyd Extention Homemakers Club
is happy to fill the need of Baptist Hospital by
donating 105 sheets and 100 blankets handmade
by our club members.
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Arkansas Military
Spouse of the Year
2020 Arkansas Armed Forces Insurance
Military Spouse of the Year Julia Bullock
with family.
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Among these are

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness

Donates to Unity Health to Support
Healthcare Workers on the Frontlines
in the Fight Against COVID-19

maurices®, a women’s apparel brand with 900+ stores
across the U.S. and Canada, announced that it is donating $250,000
to multiple rural community hospitals to support healthcare workers
on the frontlines of the COVID-19 pandemic. As part of this donation,
Unity Health will receive a donation.
“With maurices® stores in more than 900 communities, we are proud to
support our local healthcare workers who are on the frontlines treating patients
in rural hospitals. These individuals are truly hometown healthcare heroes,”
said George Goldfarb, maurices® President & CEO.
Goldfarb added, “This escalating crisis has transformed the way we think
and work. Like other organizations, we are looking for ways we can support
our associates, our customers, and our communities. Often rural hospitals
don’t get the support they need, and by providing them with a monetary
donation they will be able to purchase what they need most in this fight against
COVID-19. We have been in touch with many of the hospital administrators
who have told us the timing for this donation is perfect.”
maurices said they selected Unity Health and other rural community
hospitals in markets that are representative of the brand’s full chain.

About maurices®
maurices® is a women’s specialty apparel retailer that celebrates feel good
fashion for real life ™.
maurices® is committed to its service with style promise and offering
affordable fashions that take women from workday to weekend, and all of life’s
adventures in between. With inclusive sizing from 0-24, maurices® is famous for
its versatile styles including key categories such as denim, dresses, tops and more.
Established in 1931, maurices® operates 930 stores in communities across the
U.S. and Canada and offers even more fashion at maurices.com. maurices® is
headquartered in Duluth, Minnesota.
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$89.00$149.00
per night!

Go to Branson

2 Bedroom
2 Bath
3 Beds

for your vacation
Plan Your Next Getaway!
Great Colorful Decor at this Branson Fall Creek 2BDR, 2Bath
Condo. Conveniently located near Lake Taneycomo, Table Rock
Lake and the excitement of the Branson strip. Loft design keeps the
feel open and the fully equipped kitchen gives you the opportunity
to eat in and enjoy home cooking and the savings of not eating out
every meal. Next time you are headed for Branson, go to the link
below to view seasonal rates and for booking.

Reservations:
Homeaway:
7131715

VRBO:
7131715ha
AirBNB:
26412736
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That to secure these rights, G overnments

are institu te d am ong

men

Three combat vets recently received the full member
patch of Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association. 7-8
F r o m L e f t t o Ri g h t :

Colby Bottom, Searcy, 6 years in the U.S. Army Iraq &
Afghanistan, E-5/Sergeant. He served with 64 MPCo out
of Ft. Hood Texas and 101st out of Ft. Campbell. MOS was
63 B all wheeled vehicle mechanic.
Steve ‘Tazman’ Pilkington, Heber Springs. He
served in the Army for a little over 20 years. Retired as
a CW4 in 2008. He was in Bosnia, Iraq and Afghanistan.
Spent time in Honduras, Germany and Korea.
Tom ‘Goldpan’ Prestidge, Searcy, U.S. Navy, 20
years. First Class Petty Officer (E6) Aviation Structural
Mechanic Egress/ Life Support Equipment. Gulf War,
Desert Storm, Operation Iraqi Freedom. He served in
Vietnam during the evacuation 1975.
Presented by Tony “Spook” Pini, Commander. Combat
Vets 7-8 (on top)

Arkansas Combat Veterans Motorcycle Association.
Arkansas State Rep, Bill ‘Oscar’ Blecher of Beebe,
presents the Member of the Year 2020 award to
Nathan ‘Road Runner’ Glenn from Quitman, AR.
Combat Vets 7-8 Tumbling Shouls, AR.
The purpose of these awards is to acknowledge and honor
the hard work our members do throughout the year. Even
though this selection process identifies three members by
name, it, in and of itself, does not attempt to downplay all the
hard work the other nominees and members of the Arkansas
Chapters have contributed.
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deriving their just p owers from th e

consent of the governed

Cloth Mask Donations
Needed at Unity Health
Unity Health is in need of cloth
mask donations that will be used
for non-patient care associates, as
well as offered to visitors and patients
who need them in order to continue
to persevere with personal protective
equipment (PPE).
Unity Health – White County Medical Center
in Searcy and Unity Health – Harris Medical
Center in Newport are accepting donations
immediately.
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Drop-off locations:
Searcy – Inside the main entrance of the
WCMC campus located at 3214 E. Race
Ave., Call 501.380.1036 for someone to
come to meet you at your vehicle.
Newport – Inside the ER/registration entrance
of the Harris Medical Center campus located
at 1205 McLain St., Call 870.512.3565 for
someone to come to meet you at your vehicle.
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Out & About
Photos by Sydney Bryant
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Find yourself on

.com
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Local Contractor & Family
with a Heart For Children

E

By Martha Duncan Overby

ach issue we like to showcase one of our
advertisers. You see their ads in our pages, but we
would like to let you know not only what they do, but
who they are. Many times they are your neighbors right here
in White County.
Many years ago, after Steve Shreves graduated from high school
in Indiana, he found a job working in steel construction, building
Wal-Mart Supercenters. That led to interior construction and an
opportunity to learn how to work in stucco. Eventually he joined
the Local Union and began working as a journeyman under Union
scale to learn his trade in masonry.
Steve and Erica married in 1996 and started a family. They also
became foster care parents and ended up adopting one of their
foster children. Looking to make a change, Erica had a cousin in
White County, so they moved to Arkansas and settled in Judsonia
in 2005.
Being self-employed by this time, Steve began visiting various
housing additions being built in White County to promote his
business and to begin to establish the client base he has today.
You may think you know what a stucco finish on a building is,
but maybe not. The products used to build in 2020 are advanced
way beyond what we have called “stucco” in the past. Now, the
term used to label these products is Exterior Insulation and Finish
34 Your Hometown Magazine

Systems (EIFS). They resist moisture and are much more hardy
than previous building finishes.
To quote the EIFS Industry Members Association (EIMA):
Exterior Insulation and Finish Systems (EIFS) offer continuous
insulation by design, allowing architects the design flexibility
and aesthetics they require, while helping to meet the new energy
codes. EIFS are continuous insulation.
According to the definitions of the International Building Code
and ASTM International, an Exterior Insulation and Finish System
(EIFS) is a non-load bearing, exterior wall cladding system that
consists of an insulation board attached either adhesively or
mechanically, or both, to the substrate; an integrally reinforced
base coat; and a textured protective finish coat.
EIFS were first introduced in the United States in the late
1960’s, and were first used on commercial buildings, and later
on homes.
Today’s product is, in effect, a synthetic stucco with super
abilities to resist mold and mildew. This is especially important
here in the south, considering the humid conditions that are so
prevalent in this section of the country. Another thing to consider
about EIFS is the additional R-value rating it adds to a building.
Using EIFS on your building or home usually boosts your wall
insulation rating up to between R-11 and R16 or more, which

is going to help lower utility bills. With new construction, you
may even be able to specify lower-capacity heating and AC units
without sacrificing any comfort, and saving even more costs.
Then there is the durability factor. EIFS rarely need painting;
are resistant to fading, chalking and yellowing; and since the color
is part of the finish coat, scratching does not alter the appearance.
EIFS have also passed various fire resistance tests required by
building codes.
In addition to EIFS, Steve is experienced in working with
Cultured Stone, all of which keeps him and his employees very
busy these days.

As much as Steve takes pride in his skill and the
business he has created here in White County, he is equally
as passionate about other areas of his life, and that is family
and ministry. Steve, Erica and their seven children attend River
of Life Church in Judsonia. He and Erica have been the Preschool
Directors there for almost four years. They were trained by Pastor
Carl Medley and his wife Linda. Steve says, “Raising seven
children was a good start to prepare us for working in a children’s
ministry”.

 This picture is a sample of Steve’s work.
Both EIFS and composition rock were used.

“Raising seven children was a good start to
prepare us for working in a
children’s ministry.”

Children’s ministry is very important and can make or break
a church’s ability to grow. The Preschool department consists of
five classes, nursery to age five. Some Sundays there are as many
as fifty children, and they also have Wednesday night classes.
For each class there are team leaders (usually a husband and wife
team) and helpers. The workers rotate once a month for three
month intervals. One of their teaching teams, Gordon and Tammy
Toney, have been working in this department for sixteen years.
That is dedication.
Steve also heads the boys’ portion of River of Life Church’s
Friday night Awaken program. Held every other Friday night from
6 - 9 p.m., the program is for children ages seven to fourteen.
The first hour they all meet together for dinner, then divide into
boys and girls groups. Steve and Rodney Reamer (and sometimes
helpers from the Youth Department) take the boys, (about 30).
Shonya Wilson and Shianna Cowell take the girls (about 60). The
program is just like a church service with praise and worship, and
a scriptural lesson. There is an opportunity to divide into groups
and connect with the children one on one to pray with them. There
are also activities like beach ball dodge ball, basketball or just
taking a walk on the church property. Erica helps wherever needed
with the boys’ or girls’ groups.
At the time of this writing, April 2020, we are “sheltering in” and
River of Life Church is administering their services by internet,
as most churches are. We expect to regain our lives back. If you
would like more information about the Awaken program you can
contact Steve at (501) 827-7025.

 Fireplace made from cultured stone.

Speaking of faith, several years ago Steve and his
family went through a major challenge that required much
faith. While driving, Steve was hit head on by another vehicle in
April 2013. The driver who hit Steve did not survive. Steve had a
broken ankle (both bones) and a broken hip, which was also pulled
out of the socket. The night of the accident he underwent surgery
to repair his hip and ankle. Six weeks later Steve needed a full hip
replacement surgery. However, the results of that surgery did not
SearcyLiving.com 35

 EIFS exterior Steve’s team installed.

EI F S
“The Shreves are the kind, giving, and caring
family you hope lives next door.”

go well, so three days later he had a third surgery to redo the hip
replacement. Wow, that’s a lot to endure. He could not walk and
had lifting restrictions for a year and a half.
Steve shared, “I was very busy with my business at the time of
the accident. What I went through caused me to stop and refocus
my life.”
The night of the accident, the other driver’s wife came to see him
in the hospital, which resulted in Steve and Erica getting to know
her and her children. Lawyers were calling Steve, encouraging
him to sue the driver’s family, but his response was: “No way, this
family just lost a husband and father. I would rather connect with
this family than sue them for money.” As the Shreves got to know
the family, they begin to attend River of Life Church, also. Later,
when Steve was recovered, he helped them when they moved from
one home to another.
We are writing about Steve Shreves because he is a business
owner and Searcy Living Advertiser. But to get the full picture of
who Steve is as a White County resident and neighbor, there is
much more to be told. The Shreves are the kind, giving, and caring
family you hope lives next door.

 Building entrance with cultured rock.
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The Stewart Family:

Dana, Joshua, Henry and Jewel
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f arm families of White County

Martin Cattle
Com p a n y

I

By Martha Duncan Overby

n 1936, Boyce Martin Sr. found his passion
in raising livestock when he started a registered
Hereford business. That passion has continued through
six generations and is today alive and well in the Martin Cattle
Company in Judsonia, AR. Dana Martin Stewart and her sisters are
that sixth generation.
The Martin Cattle Company provides pure bred beef cattle,
(Gelbvieh and Balancer breeds), as seedstock to cattle ranchers
and farmers. Ranchers that raise beef cattle purchase bulls and
heifers from the Martins for breeding their herd. Their website,
martincattleco.com, features pictures of two national champion
breeding cows owned and bred by the Martins. Also on their
website, three specific “cow families” are referenced by their
numbers, 143, 037, and 083. These are the most popular and
prolific genetic lines they sell. With cattle, genetics are tracked
through the females, not males. When you see those tags in a cow’s
ear, the number on that tag refers to the cow family. A portion of
their cattle can be traced back to those first cows purchased by
Boyce Martin in 1936.

“It takes love and passion to endure
all that the lifestyle demands of you.”
I spoke with Dana Martin Stewart about her life as a farmer.
She, like generations before her, was raised on the family farm and
developed the same love and passion for the business her father and
grandfather felt. As she tells it, “It takes love and passion to endure
all that the lifestyle demands of you.” It is a different lifestyle; I
can see where it is a calling by reason of birth. Unless you are born
into a farming family and have seen others survive and prosper in
it, to choose such a labor intensive vocation is unlikely.
Dana Martin attended Arkansas State University – Beebe and
then the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville, earning a degree in
Agriculture communications. She met her husband Joshua Stewart
at church. While Joshua was raised in a rural area, he was not
raised in farming. They spent their “dating” doing farm chores.
This gave Joshua a first-hand experience of the farming Dana
knew was her calling. When they decided to start a family, they

knew it was time to get back to the family farm. While Dana’s
vocational calling is the family farm, Joshua is an architect. His
firm is Stewarch Architecture, here in Searcy, (see Stewarch.com).
The Stewarts and Dana’s parents all live on the family farm,
Martin Cattle Company in Judsonia. On a day in the life of farmer
Dana, she is up early, getting some chores out of the way before
her children get up. Then back in the house to get her nine-year
old daughter Jewel and six-year old son Henry fed and ready for
school. With kids off to school, Dana is back to chores whether it
be getting an animal in, fixing fences, special projects or feeding.
They have approximately 150 head of cattle, and it can take up
to two hours to just distribute feed from a tractor. While she is
feeding cattle, her father David Martin is checking pastures, which
means making sure all cows are present and that they all look
well, checking on those getting ready to calve and on the health of
current calves. This family farm has several generations involved
which includes Dana’s two sisters. Sisters
Rebecca Johnson and Rasha Pate
each live on nearby farms, and
each manage a portion of the
Martin herd from their farms.
Rebecca, Rasha, and their
mother Rita Martin also
work at Searcy Medical
Center.
When the children come
home from school, they
have a snack and then
tend to their own farm
chores
and
animal
projects, (the Stewarts are
a 4-H family), while Dana
continues distributing hay.
Next is cooking supper,
homework and to bed.
The next morning it starts
again.
During March of this
year, 2020, there was an
adjustment for children out
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 The original family farmers
Boyce and Mini Martin.
of school due to the COVID-19 virus. On Facebook, parents posted
ideas to keep their children occupied during this time. That was
not necessary on the Martin Cattle farm, as daughter Jewel helped
Dana with her chores, and son Henry helped grandpa check the
pastures each day. A great aspect of working a multi-generational
farm is the children spending time with grandparents almost daily.
To have a child accompanying and assisting a grandparent provides
learning from a different generation than their parents, giving them
another perspective on work and life. Some things in life are not
taught, but caught.
Family farm life can sound a lot like that of the majority of
working parents. Except when additional responsibilities pop up.
For instance, a fence must be mended NOW, before an animal gets
out; or a sick animal must be doctored NOW, before it gets worse.
Most of us can just go to bed when we are tired; the farmer does

 Original Martin family farm in Steprock, AR
not always get to do that, and it can make for long weary days. And
then there is the fact that cows need to be fed, doctored, etc. seven
days a week. There are no weekends on a cattle farm. Even if the
family is able to go away on vacation, someone must stay to keep
things going.
Another aspect of farm life different from the nine to five
lifestyle is the way in which they are paid. Most of us can expect
a weekly paycheck, or monthly if you work in education. Farm
pay comes once a year, at harvest time, or in the case of Martin
Cattle Company, during bull selling season. That means you have
to budget your income for a full year. Dana tells me she works on
updating farm records, but her mother Rita Martin is the budget
expert in their family. Income and costs must be forecast out for
the coming year. And that forecast is NOT set in stone. There are
unplanned factors to be dealt with. Drastic weather changes can
be catastrophic for a farm. For instance, draught will mean selling
off some of the herd to lessen the cost of augmenting the cattle
feed with additional grain. And draught will mean the cost of feed
increases as the demand goes up. Last year many local farmers
dealt with flooding, although it did not have a great impact on the
Martin farm. It takes a certain amount of faith to farm as there are
so many variables that can affect the success of this business. All
the farmer can do, is do the best they can, and believe for better.
Faith.
Farming requires a skill set that spans a large area. Can you
repair your own equipment? Do you have a certain amount of
veterinarian skills to care for the cattle? Can you grow your own
feed? Dana is a firm believer in critical vocational training.
So while Dana is a farmer, mom, 4-H leader, involved with
church activities and assists her husband with his business, in her
spare time she is Vice President of White County Farm Bureau this
year, and is looking forward to the opportunity to serve next year
when she will be President.
If you are like me, I think of Farm Bureau as an insurance
company. They are an insurance provider, but their purpose is
actually agricultural advocacy. The mission statement for Arkansas
Farm Bureau is:
 Advocate the interest of agriculture in
the public area.
 Disseminate information concerning the
value and importance of agriculture.
 Provide products and services which
improve the quality of life for our members.
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“This family farm has several
generations involved...”
The insurance products were developed to fill a need. Not every insurance
company can insure your herd of cattle, your large tractor or farming
equipment.
Dana passionately speaks about the responsibility of working to provide
food for our country. She shared, “Today’s farmer relies on sound science
to maintain and grow their business. They have to, as it is estimated that
within fifty years they will need to feed twice as many people globally as
today. We have, by far, the safest food source in the world.”
An issue Dana wanted to address was the use of antibiotics in food
source animals. How many times have you seen “antibiotic-free” beef
advertisements? This advertising is deceptive, as it gives the impression
that some meat products DO have antibiotics. The truth is, the USDA
randomly tests and monitors beef before it reaches the consumers.
Here’s a reference from the American Meat institute:
“Whenever an antibiotic is given to a food animal, a strict waiting or
‘withdrawal’ period is required before that animal can be processed into
meat or poultry. USDA’s Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
conducts a monitoring program to ensure that antibiotics are effectively
eliminated from animals’ systems and that no unsafe residues are detected
in meat and poultry.”
Are antibiotics used on animals? Yes, it would be unethical to not treat
an animal with up to date antibiotics if needed. But as the reference above
states, there is a time frame where these medicines will dissipate and no
longer be in the animal’s body.
Dana tells me the agricultural business today is not the same as in her
grandfather’s day. It is more common than you think for the wife to be the
primary farmer in the family. Each year the Agricultural Media Industry
holds a National Summit. The majority of attendees tend to be women, not
men. The face of the Agri industry is changing.
Next time you pick up that pound of hamburger in the market, or order
a fast food burger, be aware and thankful for the food safety measures in
our country and the farmers, ranchers, and breeders who take a chance and
work hard to make your burger possible. Some of them live right here in
White County.

 Henry showing his heifer Tinkerbelle at
a 4-H event.

Jewel, Henry and Joshua
work to get calves ready for
vaccination.

“Today’s farmer relies on sound science to
maintain and grow their business. They
have to, as it is estimated that within fifty
years they will need to feed twice as many
people globally as today. We have, by far,
the safest food source in the world.”
~ Dana Martin Stewart

 This is Jewel and the lamb which was her 4-H
project last year.
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Total Orthopaedic Care

Close
The orthopaedic staff at the Unity Health –
Orthopaedic and Spine Center strives to get patients
back to their normal routines while being there
every step of the way from the initial appointment to
graduating physical therapy. The entire team shares a
passion for helping patients get back to doing the things
they love and providing excellent care close to home.

What we treat
Orthopaedic Surgeons, Dr. Kyle Blickenstaff, Dr. Thomas Day
and Dr. Justin Franz see patients of all ages with any orthopaedic
problems from sports injuries, joint issues, replacements, fractures
and breaks to arthritis, carpal tunnel and everything in between.
They diagnose, treat and rehabilitate problems affecting the bones,
joints, tendons, muscles, ligaments and other musculoskeletal
tissues, and make sure patients are well educated along the path to
recovery. Each of them brings an expertise to the clinic and they
know the importance of healing and getting patients back to being
independent.
No matter the injury or procedure, the staff want to equip patients
with the most knowledge before moving forward. The Total Joint
Program allows providers to do just that and make sure patients
are prepared before treatment.
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to

Home
It Takes a Team

The Total Joint Program at the Unity Health – Orthopaedic
and Spine Center helps patients have a seamless experience
throughout their diagnosis. The entire team – surgeons, physician
assistants, nurses, techs, therapists, social workers, receptionists,
anesthesiologists, housekeeping, pharmacists – help prepare
patients with the proper education before and after an operation,
as well as what will happen during a hospital stay.
“There is no one person in this process who can do all the
necessary steps by themselves,” Franz said. “We need the support
and expertise of multiple individuals.”
“Healthcare is a team approach and the operations we perform
require the patient to be part of that team in being committed to
their recovery,” Day said.
Before every replacement surgery, the patient receives a book
pre-operation specific to their surgery, whether it be a hip, shoulder
or knee replacement. The patient’s healthcare team reviews what
goes on before, during and after the surgery and answers all
questions ahead of time to make sure the patient is well informed.
This helps improve the patients understanding of what the
orthopaedic and rehabilitation plan is.
 Continued

“Most of our patients are experiencing pain and
an inability to do what they want to in life.
We can improve that significantly and give them a
higher quality of life and get them to doing what
they want to do.”
– Dr. Kyle Blickenstaff, 23 years

Hometown Providers
Dr. Kyle Blickenstaff
As an athlete growing up and having an interest in
medicine, Dr. Kyle Blickenstaff knew he wanted to have
both be a significant part of his future. Blickenstaff is one of
Unity Health’s Orthopaedic Surgeons and specializes in sports
medicine. He originally came to Searcy to play football at
Harding University and works with the team today alongside
his father-in-law, Dr. Jim Citty.

Blickenstaff and his extended family have deep roots in the
Searcy community, and he enjoys getting to see and treat patients
of all ages in his community who bring a variety of injuries.
“Most of our patients are experiencing pain and an inability
to do what they want to in life,” he said. “We can improve that
significantly and give them a higher quality of life and get them
to doing what they want to do.”
When he is not seeing patients, Blickenstaff is spending time
with his family, attending Harding University sporting events
and traveling with his wife.
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Dr. Thomas Day
Dr. Day is going on his 11th year as an Orthopaedic
surgeon at Unity Health – Orthopaedic and Spine Center. He
was drawn to surgery in medical school because he likes to fix
things. He said during his orthopaedic rotation he realized this
field fit his personality and allowed him to fix a problem and
help patients return to a normal lifestyle.
“The most rewarding experience in this field is helping
someone who has difficulty working or performing simple
daily functions, and seeing them return for a follow-up already
functioning better,” Day said.
Day said he enjoys being able to treat someone whose life is
adversely affected by chronic joint pain or an injury and help
them get better to return to their everyday life. In his spare time,
Day enjoys spending time with his wife and their children and
being outdoors bass fishing, golfing and working around the
house.
“
The most rewarding experience in this
field is helping someone who has difficulty
working or performing simple daily functions,
and seeing them return for a follow-up already
functioning better.”
– Dr. Thomas Day, 11 years
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Dr. Justin Franz
Dr. Franz has been treating patients at Unity Health for the
past eight years. He came to Searcy from Houston, Texas where
he did a sports medicine fellowship with both universities and
professional sports teams. Franz was drawn to orthopaedics during
his orthopaedic rotation where it just ‘clicked.’ For him orthopaedics
is a field where providers have direct impact on a patient’s quality of
life and can see immediate results.
“I love my job. I do not say I have to go to work, I say I get to go
to work,” he said. “I enjoy the people I work with. We have some
of the finest nurses, techs and therapists, and to get to work in this
environment is a blessing.”
Franz and his wife are parents to five children who keep them
busy. He enjoys combining his work with sports when taking care
of Searcy High School sports teams, which he has done since 2013,
along with their athletic trainers and helping injured athletes come
back even stronger.

In addition to Searcy, the orthopaedic team has

specialists at Unity Health clinics in Beebe, Cabot,
Newport and Searcy including Kellie Darnell, APRN,
Brandon Dodd, PA-C and Clay Kiihnl, PA-C to provide
patients expert orthopaedic care without the travel. For
more information on the orthopaedic services at Unity
Health, please visit the orthopaedics page on www.unityhealth.org or call 501.278.2800 to make an appointment
and find a provider.

“I love my job. I do not say I have to go to
work, I say I get to go to work. I enjoy the
people I work with. We have some of the finest
nurses, techs and therapists, and to get to work in
this environment is a blessing.”
– Dr. Justin Franz, 8 years
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Financial Focus

Don’t Let Fears
Drive Your Investment Choices
First, the coronavirus rocked the financial markets. Then, oil prices dropped more than 20

percent after a breakdown in OPEC production discussions. Not surprisingly, the markets took another nosedive.

Yet, despite these events, this recent market volatility may
well be attributed more to fear than the forces that usually
drive the markets. Ultimately, in the investment arena, as in all
walks of life, facts matter. And right now, if you look beyond the
headlines, the facts that matter to investors may be far less gloomy
than you might have imagined.
So, here are some things to keep in mind
over the next several weeks:
• This isn’t 2008. If you were an investor in 2008, you well
remember the market crash that resulted from the bursting of
the housing bubble, which had severe ripple effects throughout
the economy. The situation is different now. While it’s quite likely
that the U.S. economy will take a hit in the short term, the overall
economic fundamentals were strong before the coronavirus came
along and may indeed prove resilient enough to withstand the
recent shocks. Specifically, the labor market conditions were the
best in decades, housing activity was improving and interest rates
remained low. And even the recent events may have a bright side:
The drop in oil prices will likely reduce prices at the gas pumps,
leading to more money in the pockets of consumers, which, in turn,
can boost spending, a key driver of our economy. And the large
decline in interest rates will make home purchases and mortgage
refinancing even more attractive – again, positive moves for the
economy.
• We’ve been here before. From the time the markets
bottomed out in early 2009 until just a few weeks ago, stock
prices climbed about 300 percent. Yet, during that time, we also
saw three separate market drops of more than 15 percent, similar
to what we’re seeing now. These market corrections always feel
unsettling, but it’s important to recognize that they are actually a
normal part of the long-term investing process.
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So, given these factors, how should you respond to the current
situation? Instead of simply selling your stocks in an attempt to cut
your losses, review your portfolio to see if it is properly balanced
between stocks, bonds and other investments in a way that reflects
your goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. Those investors with
properly balanced portfolios are not seeing the same level of
decline as those whose holdings are almost entirely in stocks. And
while diversification can’t guarantee profits or protect against all
losses, it can help reduce the impact of volatility.
• Here’s another suggestion: Look for good
buying opportunities, because they are certainly out there. A
well-managed company with a solid business plan that produces
quality products and services is going to be that same company
after the coronavirus and oil price panics subside – and right now,
that company’s stock shares may literally be “on sale.”
While it’s not easy for you to look at your investment statements
today, remember that you’re investing for goals that may be
decades away. By keeping your eyes on this distant horizon, so to
speak, you’ll be less likely to over-react to the news of the day –
and more likely to follow a long-term strategy that can work for
you.
This article was written by Edward Jones for use by your local
Edward Jones Financial Advisor. Edward Jones. Member SIPC.
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Payton Long:

A Heart of a Champion
By Jennifer Webb

S

ometimes big hearts come in tiny packages and you don’t have to be
big to make a difference. Such is the case for 6-year-old Payton Long.

Payton goes to school at McRae Elementary, but on nearly
every Friday or Saturday night from early April to the first of
October, you can find her and her family at a horse show.
Payton, along with her furry best friend and equine partner,
Raisin were in their element during speed events. These events
include barrels, keyhole, speed, and her two favorite events: pony
flags and barrel pick up.
When competing in barrel pick up, Payton stands on a barrel
and her adult partner, Robert and his horse Darla come racing
by. Payton’s job is to mount the swiftly moving horse as Robert
thunders by. She throws her arms around his neck and “hugs
him like she loves him” as they race out of the arena. This event
requires courage, trust, and fantastic timing.
Payton and Raisin qualified for pony flags at the Arkansas
State Horseshow at Barton Coliseum in Little Rock. The bright
lights and unfamiliar noises at the new place did not phase Payton
or Raisin. Though they did not bring home a trophy, they both
performed well and had a great time, despite the fact that Payton
missed her timing on barrel pickup and landed on the dirt floor of
the colosseum instead of Darla’s broad back. “I didn’t even cry,”
Payton recounts.
Payton and Raisin, who was not very old, were learning together
and forming a beautiful partnership.
Two weeks later was the “Show of Champions” in Melbourne,
AR. Payton and Raisin had competitions on Saturday and Sunday.
Since her Dad is a football coach, they decided against going up on
Friday night and the whole family traveled together on Saturday
morning.
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Then, disaster struck.
Miranda, Payton’s mother, recalls that she had to be at work
before the sun was up on Friday morning. Her husband, Matt,
called her telling her that Raisin was down
and he was not able to get her up. As any
horse owner knows, that’s the kind of
news that puts knots in your stomach
and sounds immediate alarm bells.
Miranda immediately left work,
praying
desperately
that it was not as bad
as she feared. They got
the pony up and started
walking her, hoping for
the best. Miranda called
her dad, who is a crosscountry truck driver, but
who just happened to be
home. He was at their
house in 15 minutes.
Poor Raisin was so sick
that they had to pick her
up and put her in the horse
trailer. In an act of love,
Miranda’s dad rode in the
back of the horse trailer with
Raisin, knowing how much
this little pony meant to his
beloved granddaughter.
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They arrived shortly at Honey Hill Veterinary Hospital as an emergency case. Dr.
Chad Towns wasn’t supposed to be in on Friday, but he came anyway for Raisin. Dr.
Natalie, who was working in the front of the clinic came back periodically to check
on them. They both did everything they could for the little pony, who was deathly ill.
At Matt’s suggestion, Payton’s Noni brought her by the clinic after school so she
could have a chance to bid her furry best friend farewell should Raisin not pull through.
Around dark that night, Dr. Chad went home but continued to monitor Raisin through
the night, checking every few hours through cameras installed in the clinic.
Miranda came home and busied herself packing, gathering hay, feed and buckets.
All the while, she prayed desperately that Raisin would pull through.
4:30 AM on Saturday morning, the day of the Show of Champions, Miranda got the
dreaded text saying that little Raisin had passed away.
A thousand thoughts rushed through Miranda’s mind. How could they still compete?
How to look into her daughter’s eyes and tell her that her beloved team-mate, best
friend, and pony had passed away? She told her husband, Matt, that it wasn’t fair to
take Payton to a horse show with no horse. She wanted to unpack her bags and stay
home.
Matt Long is a coach. Rallying kids in the face of setbacks and trying despite
the odds are what he does best. He declared that the show must go on. He sat Payton
down and told her that Raisin had gone to heaven, but that they were still going to the
show. As he coached her up, he told her that it was ok to cry, but that they would press
on.
Matt recounts, “That was probably the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do as a parent
so far. The look in her eyes was so sad.”
News travels fast in the horse show community, and texts and calls were flying faster
than lead changes. Payton and her family are well known and well-loved. Miranda’s
phone started blowing up with expressions of sympathy, concern and offers to help.
Miranda, emotionally exhausted from the day before, was able to relax once they got
to the show. Their friends rallied
around Payton and took charge.
Payton’s barrel pick up partner
and his family took her under
their wing for the show. Shortly
thereafter, her friend Lena, who
is a few years older, graciously
offered to let Peyton borrow her
pony, Dorothy.
It was a team effort, getting
Payton ready and Dorothy
saddled. There were more than
a few tears since it was not
her Raisin. But kindness and
compassion abounded from
Payton’s horse show family who
stepped in when they were most
needed.
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“Two pictures were both shared close to 26,000 times...

Acts of kindness started
pouring in from everywhere.”
Before Payton’s pony flags event, she bravely told her mom
that she knew Raisin was having a good time in Heaven with
Jesus and she wanted to win a trophy for her.
That’s exactly what she did.
It wasn’t first place, but they awarded trophies to the top 10.
Payton placed 9th in pony flags. Dressed as Wonder Woman, she
also landed her flying leap in barrel pickup along with another
trophy in that event. There was not a dry eye in the stands after
Payton won pony flags, because so many of the spectators knew
her story.
Miranda shared some photos that she snapped of Payton
along with a quick snippet of her incredible story on a page that
she follows about flag racing. The photos quickly went viral.
Payton’s phenomenal ability to “cowgirl up” with the help of her
parents and horse show family to finish the race resonated with
and touched the hearts of thousands.
Two pictures were both shared close to 26,000 times. The little
girl from Searcy, AR made her mark on the internet and on the
hearts of people everywhere. Acts of kindness started pouring in
from everywhere.
Within days after the photo went viral, Miranda discovered
that their good friend, Carrie Foster, had set up a Go Fund Me
page that raised an amazing $1,600 to buy a new pony for Payton.
When she went to the vet’s office to set up a payment plan, she
found that some anonymous person had paid it. Her debt had
been paid in full.
Then, there were the gifts from around the world such as:
• A painting of Raisin from Canada
• Another painting of Raisin from Florida
• Pictures of Payton and Raisin
• Shirts from Texas
• Hats
• Wooden stall hanger with Raisin’s name
• Many more gifts from around the world,
including Europe and Australia
The story of the little girl from Searcy, AR and her pony Raisin
reached the hearts of people on the other side of the world.
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But Payton’s story does not end there. As is
often the case, random acts of kindness sometimes have a domino
effect. When you reach out and give to someone that really needs
it, it touches their heart in an indescribable way. It makes them
want to pay it forward.
Payton may be only 6 years old, but she was not about to
let such details get in her way. She remembered how she had
felt when so many people reached out to her and wanted to do
something for someone else.
One cold day in November, Miranda looked out the window
and saw Payton sitting out in their yard. She had a bucket beside
her and her Halloween candy in front of her.
“What are you doing, Payton?” Miranda asked. Payton then
proceeded to tell her mother that she was selling her Halloween
candy because she wanted to help provide Christmas for some
other girl that Santa was not going to be able to see.
Miranda’s heart melted. She and her husband, Matt were
all in and were soon helping their daughter brainstorm a more
profitable business plan.
Payton settled on a hot chocolate instead of Halloween candy
and set up her stand in her GDad’s yard, close to Searcy High
School. She sat out in the cold behind a card table with her
steaming hot cocoa, cookies, and Christmas cheer.
Santa was incredibly proud
of Payton and sent her
a $100 gift card, which
she pooled with her hot
chocolate stand money.
Counting the gift card
from Santa, she raised
more than $500 with her
hot chocolate stand.
True to her word,
Payton did not keep so
much as a penny for
herself. She set out on a
mission to help as many
as she could with the
money she had raised.

She started by providing Christmas for
another little girl that was in foster care.
She still had some money left after buying
the girl blankets, pillows, and toys, so she
decided to continue her giving spree by
adopting a senior citizen. After deciding that
she also wanted to help a “grandpa”, Payton
bought socks, pillows, blankets, towels, and
candy along with toothpaste and aftershave.
Payton still wasn’t done. She still had
money left over, so she then decided that she
wanted to help some pets. In order to do that, she decided to donate blankets,
treats, and dog food and donated to both the Searcy and Beebe Animal Shelters.
With the little money remaining, Payton’s
thoughts then turned to the other kids at
her school. After talking with the school
counselor, Mrs. Mason, she discovered that
there was always a need for spare socks and
underwear for students. With the last of her
money, Payton contributed to filling that
need.
With $500 from a hot chocolate stand,
one little girl was able to help a girl in foster
care, a senior citizen, pets at the Searcy
and Beebe animal shelters, and her fellow
students. Payton’s story proves that big hearts combined with hard work and
determination can make a huge difference in the lives of others.
To further complete the happy ending, Payton now has a new equine partner
named Peanut and plans to open a lemonade stand in the summer. Look for
her stand at 424 Audley Bolton, near Searcy High School.
Payton has an incredibly generous and giving heart. Just like any hero, she
has many people that supported her. Her mother, Miranda, is quick to shine
the spotlight on everyone in their horse show family that stepped up to help,
as well as all those that donated time, money, and emotional support. It’s clear
that Payton has many people holding her up, most of all her parents.
To quote Miranda, “She (Payton) genuinely has a servant’s heart. I think
that as parents we can teach our kids that the sky is the limit. If I’m able and
it’s a reachable goal, then I will do everything to make sure she achieves that.”
What an incredible lesson for parents and kids alike.
Never underestimate how far a little act of kindness can go - whether it be
donating to a cause that you believe in, volunteering your time, or providing
emotional support for a friend. When you go out of your way to help someone,
it can have a lasting impact on their lives. Payton will most likely remember
Raisin and all the events surrounding the Show of Champions forever.
Love is one of the strongest forces in the world that has the power to unite
many. When you reach out and give love, you receive much more in return.
What will you do today, to make the difference in the life of someone else?

“ Payton’s

story proves that

big hearts combined with hard
work and determination can
make a huge difference in the
lives of others.”

Jennifer Webb is a personal development blogger and
author of the book, The Pearl Perspective: How Changing Your
Perspective Can Change Your Life (available on Amazon). You
can see more from her on her blog at contentmentquesting.com
as well as get information about her online course designed to
help you find your inner drive and motivation to pursue and
catch your personal goals!
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By Chris Bryant
In March of 2020, local attorney Chris Bryant was one
of the first residents of Searcy to test positive for the
coronavirus. He documented his quarantine and recovery
through a series of informative and uplifting Facebook posts titled
“Corona Chronicles.” We reached out to Chris to see if we could
share his posts with our readers and he agreed. Enjoy!

Corona Chronicles 1:
“While this is
certainly a stressful
time for our family
and our small
business, we have
complete faith that
the Lord is in control
and He will provide
for us.”

Corona Chronicles 2:
“2020 is weird.”
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s some of you may have heard, I tested positive for
Covid-19 this morning. Our family will be isolating ourselves for
the next 14 days to avoid exposing anyone else. I have spent most of
today reaching out to people I have been in contact with over the last seven days.
Fortunately, our firm agreed to take precautionary measures starting last week
so that number was small. Still, I wanted to publicly post this information in the
event there is someone I forgot to contact. While this is certainly a stressful time
for our family and our small business, we have complete faith that the Lord is in
control and He will provide for us.
I have yet to turn into a zombie, but I have had some severe fatigue and difficulty
catching my breath. My wife has been a superhero taking care of me and the kids.
Please pray for our staff and clients as we have had to close the office for the next
two weeks at least. I will be working as much as possible from home so that we
can stay on top of things.

A

“Above all else, we are
thankful that the Lord
provides peace in times of
uncertainty.”
I feel like crap, but the sunshine is nice. We sincerely appreciate all the
encouraging messages we have received.
I’m basically a biological weapon hosting an incurable disease listening to John
Denver and The Beatles while my wife plants pretty flowers and I eat chicken
nuggets. 2020 is weird.

Because I have been asked by so many,
I thought this might be helpful:
1. I have no idea how I contracted COVID-19. I haven’t traveled out of State and

haven’t been in contact with anyone who is now known to be positive. I had court in Cleburne
County Feb 27, Prairie County March 5, and Arkansas County (Stuttgart) on March 10. I don’t
recall coming into direct physical contact with anyone, as I was already limiting hand shakes and
personal contact due to our family having the flu.
2. Our family had the common flu about 15-20 days ago and we all seemed to
recover. About 4 days ago, I started feeling fatigued and had low grade (100-101) fever. That
lasted a day and the fever ended. I felt fine for about a day with no symptoms at all. Then I woke
up feeling tightness in my chest and had a hard time catching my breath. When that worsened,
I contacted my PCP and they arranged for a test. They were initially worried I had developed a
respiratory infection post flu, but swabbed for COVID to be safe. I was swabbed on Monday and
told Wednesday morning I was positive.
3. I have gone up and down with my symptoms. The only constants have been
tightness in my chest and fatigue. Every four hours or so I’ll get low fever and body aches/chills.
I have woken up multiple times each night with difficulty catching my breath. Talking is labored.
I would compare it to trying to have a conversation while jogging. It’s doable, but the normal
breath isn’t there. I don’t have a sore throat and I’m not coughing or sneezing much at all. There
have been a few moments today that I felt completely fine, but when I get up I can immediately
tell something is off and then chest pains start again.
4. I went to Wal Mart and Walgreens on Sunday. I didn’t touch anyone and only
bought groceries, ONE roll of toilet paper (ok maybe I got two), medicine, and diapers.
5. Simply put: I have no idea where, when, or how I got it. Didn’t lick any doorknobs.
I’m generally outgoing and enjoy a good handshake, but that has been very limited the last few
weeks. I would encourage everyone to err on the side of caution and lay low as much as possible.
6. I’m in relatively good health. I don’t smoke, and exercise fairly regularly. I’m not
too concerned about myself at this point, but I can tell you first hand this would be no joke for
someone in poor health.
I hope this was insightful. Stay safe and healthy. God bless all of our healthcare providers,
first responders, and essential employees.
P.S. Please forgive any strange and incoherent posts that may appear in the coming days. I’m
on day 2 of a 14 day mandatory quarantine and I can feel the weirdness coming on STRONG.

Corona Chronicles 4:

Corona Chronicles 3:

“I have no idea
where, when, or
how I got it.”

“Have you ever worn a life jacket that was a size
or two too small? That’s what it feels like.”

Had a good sleep last night and woke up feeling
great. Told my wife you can’t spell “quarantine” without U R
A Q T and got a solid eye roll. I asked her if she wanted me to
put some of this “corona on ya” and was told to go outside.
I went outside and walked around with the dog who I’m
sure appreciated my jokes a lot more. How sure am I? I’m....
POSITIVE.
I got super tired after being up for twenty minutes or so. I don’t
feel “sick” but I do feel like I stayed up all night despite sleeping
for a good 8-9 hours. I still have aching in chest (front and around
top of my rib cage) which I’m assuming is my lungs doing their
best Rocky Balboa impression. I’m still not coughing at all. We are
considering an x ray to make sure there isn’t any fluid in the lungs.
We are also trying to be objective because my wife says I have a
tendency to “be a baby” when I’m sick. Completely preposterous.
Easy to say when you don’t have an INCURABLE DISEASE. But
seriously, she’s probably right.
I’ve got about 80% of my normal lung capacity I would guess. I
did three quick jumping jacks in the bedroom to see where I’m at
and then sat on the edge of the bed and felt like an idiot for a bit. I
doubt I do that again any time soon.
The FedEx lady came around noon and left some packages my
wife must have ordered recently (shocking). I yelled at her through
the window not to come to the porch since I had tested positive.
Bless her, she tried so hard not to get weirded out, but for a brief

second she looked at me like I was a literal demon and let those
packages fall on the spot and she was OUT. Don’t blame her at all.
Overall I’d say I feel BETTER today. Only concern now is the
breathing and chest tightness. Have you ever worn a life jacket
that was a size or two too small? That’s what it feels like. Slight
discomfort but very noticeable. Putting hands above my head helps
when I feel like I need a deep, good breath (shout out to my high
school football coaches for teaching me where that “good air” is).
We have had lots of people drop off food and check up on us.
It is humbling to have so many people wishing us well. We are so
thankful for our friends and family. Above all else, we are thankful
that the Lord provides peace in times of uncertainty. It would be
very easy for us to stress about our health and finances. We are
well aware that there are many who don’t have the resources and
support we do. If you are stressing over the next few days, or you
should get a scary diagnosis, I would challenge you to give that to
the Lord and say a quick prayer for PEACE. If that feels silly to
you, that’s ok. Do it anyway. If you want someone to pray for you
or with you, reach out to me or anyone with First Baptist Church
of Searcy (or your local church) so you don’t freak out alone. It is
a proven fact that people who are calm and at peace make better
decisions and stay healthier.
Just don’t do jumping jacks if you test positive. Only idiots
would do that. Trust me, I’m a lawyer.
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Corona Chronicles 5:
So, since the last update things haven’t
been super cool. I spent about a total of two hours not in
bed due to getting out of breath easily. I couldn’t walk to the
bathroom without feeling like I ran around the block. I had quite a
few trips to the bathroom the last two days as well (sorry if TMI,
just trying to be helpful). Chest tightness stayed consistent and
would occasionally get sharp on one side of my ribcage or the
other. My oxygen levels got weird and I had to make a trip to the
doctor to be monitored for awhile. I called my CDC special agent
and got the green light to go into town to see doc, but was told
not to go ANYWHERE else. After checking for helicopters and
snipers, I rushed into town to see the doc.
Doc met me in the back parking lot dressed like he just hopped
off Apollo 13. I had “Don’t Stand So Close to Me” by the Police
playing and expected a good laugh, but I think he was more
concerned with being a professional lifesaver (which he is) and
got straight to work.
Fortunately, everything leveled out after a few hours and I
haven’t had to go back in. I had a brief desire to go by my buddy
Will Moore’s house on the way home and stand in his driveway
and blow him kisses just to see the look on his face, but decided
against it.
I have a sweet “pulse ox” reader to
test my oxygen levels at home now and
my kids think I’m part robot because I
told them it tests my oil levels. They
seem to be a lot more obedient knowing
I’m part machine, so I’m going to let
that little fib go on for a while. They
also have to refer to me as The King of
Corona Castle until further notice. The
teenager won’t comply.
I told my son he needed to be the
“man of the house” and help Mommy
since Daddy was feeling sick. Ten
minutes later I found him tangled up
in the backyard hammock screaming
for help. Picture attached. Good effort,

bud. He’s now in his underwear and hulk mask playing fetch with
the dog outside. Not sure how you get more manly than that so I’d
say he has things under control.
The girls have been in charge of the music playlist the last two
days and I’ve almost memorized The Greatest Showman. “A
Million Dreams” is a great song and all, but after the 10th or 11th
time that “dream” becomes a nightmare. I’m also a little skeptical
as to whether it is my teenager or my wife that keeps playing the
Jonas Brothers over and over. I guess that is another topic for
another day.
The good news is I woke up feeling quite a bit better today. I now
have a cough and a sore throat, but the chest pain has gone down
significantly today. I feel bad, but it is more in line with what I’m
used to feeling like when I’ve been sick before. I still don’t have
my normal air supply, but (fingers crossed) I’m on the back side of
this thing. Chest tightness is still there but is much less severe. I’ve
read some folks across the world have had no symptoms at all and
others have had more severe symptoms than my own. Strange. Still
positive and still feel blessed and so very thankful for your prayers
and encouragement.
None of my kids are having any symptoms other than extreme
boredom and constant cravings for ice cream and chicken nuggies.
My wife has taken care of four kids (five including me), handled
all meals, planted in the garden, painted cabinets, made bottles,
changed diapers, taught AMI’s, fed dog, cleaned house, helped me
email clients, restarted Frozen 2 more times than I can count, and
has only threatened to burn the house down twice.
Please give her some props if you don’t mind.
It’s sunny outside, the dogwoods are blooming, and I just
convinced the teenager to listen to Third Eye Blind. I need to take
advantage of this while I can....will update later.
Thank you all. God bless you.

Corona Chronicles 6:
Corona Classroom is in session and I feel much better. Happy Monday.
Holly Moore dropped off necessary
provisions for Catherine Noel Bryant at
lunch today. It was a scheduled fly-by planned to
avoid all germs at all costs. Upon arrival, she was quite
startled to find she was now part of today’s edition of
the Chris Bryant Covid Chronicles. She nimbly avoided
confrontation, made a mad dash for the front door,
delivered the package, and quickly returned to the safety
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of her isolated home she loves so much (more on this
later).
We can confirm he is on the mend. Both happy and sad
to report that the sense of humor and odd fashion sense
are also intact.
– Written by Will Moore
(Close friend and also an attorney in Searcy)

Corona Chronicles 7:
I’m happy to say that I feel the best I’ve felt since this started. I’ve
gone from “I’m out of breath because something is wrong” to “I’m out of breath
because I need to lose some weight” (which is a weird thing to be happy about). None
of my immediate family has any symptoms at all and they are doing great.
We have been saddened to hear that some of our friends have tested positive and are
in much worse shape than I have been. We would ask that you support them as much as
you have supported us the last week or so. We are still under quarantine for awhile, and
there is going to be a LOT of work to get the firm back up to speed. The reality is, those
particular “problems” are BLESSINGS. We have had time with our children, laughed a
ton, and connected with many old friends. I’m able to communicate with clients via email
and have had several attorney friends offer to pick up the slack if needed. I’ve got great
employees so I have no doubt we will get back on track eventually. GOD IS GOOD.
I’m going to be focusing on the firm and family the next several days so I don’t anticipate
anymore updates unless my situation changes. I have posted a final “timeline” (to the best
of my recollection) below in case any of you find it informative:
Day 1: I felt a little more tired than usual and didn’t think much of it. Decided I
should start jogging more and shouldn’t have stayed up so late watching Braveheart for
the 1000th time.
Day 2: I had low fever (100-101) and felt slightly tired despite a full nights sleep.
No other major symptoms.
Day 3: Fever went away and I felt just fine other than still being tired.
Day 4: Started having some breathing difficulty and chest tightness. Still no fever
and no coughing. Nothing that would have caused me to go to the ER. Thought I just had
major heartburn and decided to give Tacos 4 Life a break for awhile. Decided I definitely
need to jog more.
Day 5: I woke up feeling like the snake from Anaconda (the one that J LO and
Ice Cube killed *spoiler alert*) was wrapped around my rib cage. My breathing was
off and my speech sounded like a weird combination of Captain Kirk and The Godfather.
Stomach issues worsened.
Day 6: Severe fatigue and tightness in chest. Couldn’t catch a full breath. Still no
fever or coughing. Talking was rough. Stomach issues remained. No throwing up but lots
of bathroom trips. Noticed toilet paper supply was starting to dwindle. Stared through the
window at a pile of dry leaves for too long and contemplated my situation.
Day 7: Woke up feeling great, then quickly turned out same as day 6. Hardly got
out of bed. Played Cheech and Chong with the humidifier all night.
Day 8: Same as day 7.
Day 9: Chest pain was much less and breathing was better. Still noticeable. Still
super tired. Had a cough and sore throat. Stomach issues gone.
Day 10: Even better. Almost feel completely back to normal. No fever. Can take
deep breaths and chest pain is still noticeable but no where near what it was on days 5-8.
Able to talk fairly normal and walk around outside without getting dizzy or winded.
Day 150: The world is back to normal. The Coronavirus somehow gave me six
pack abs and turned all my grey hair brown. My wife hired a babysitter so we can have
a “night in” for the fifth night in a row and we plan on watching NCAA football all day
tomorrow. Razorbacks are currently undefeated and ranked in the top 25. Life is good.

PEACE AND LOVE AND THANKS AGAIN FOR YOUR
SUPPORT! GOD BLESS OUR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS,
FIRST RESPONDERS, AND ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEES!
Hosanna! Hosanna! You are the God who saves us.
Worthy of all our praises.
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Pounds of Books:

Warrior Gabby Book Warehouse

I

By Martha Duncan Overby

f you are a book lover, when you enter Warrior Alison James, about her shopping experience there. Alison teaches
Gabby Book Warehouse you may feel as if you have English online to Cambodian students. She lives in Jacksonville,
found your Mothership. The sheer amount of printed so it is a 45-minute drive one way to come shop at the Warrior
page available at a price per pound can somewhat overwhelm Gabby Book Warehouse here in Searcy. She has found educational
you. Have you ever seen retail store displays that are so books on teaching curriculums that she immediately put to use
attractive to the eye that your decision is not “Should I buy this in her job. She found an 1880 printed version of Little Women,
product?”, but “How many will I buy?”  Well, as a bona fide a 1940 version of a Tolstoy book, a 1940 book by Robert Frost,
bookworm, that may be your response upon visiting this store. out of print poetry books by famous authors, and a calendar from
Mike Ragsdale and his wife Tricia have partnered with longtime 1941. Sounds like a treasure hunt to me. Occasionally Mike and
friends Mark and Denise Eaton to open and staff this palace of staff will find books signed by the author.
One of the first questions I
print to the public. They receive
asked
Mike was, “Where did the
a shipment of approximately
“They receive a shipment of
store name come from?” That
40,000 pounds of books per
approximately 40,000 pounds
took some explanation. Mike and
week that are categorized and
Tricia Ragsdale have been riding
displayed for the public to
of books per week...”
motorcycles for years with Mark
purchase at a price per pound.
and Denise Eaton. They met
Yep, per pound, just like buying
through the organization Bikers Against Child Abuse, for which
broccoli.
This all started with an online sales hobby, which has turned into Mike was president of one of the largest and busiest Chapters in
a real gem for our community. Starting at their kitchen table, Mike the world for several years. Being bikers, they all four have road
and Tricia would buy, process, and post books for sale on Amazon. names; Mike is “Rags”, Tricia is “Gabby”, Mark is “Chewy”,
Soon the effort moved to their garage, which has now translated Denise is “Bling”. When they first began selling books online,
Tricia set up an email using her road name, and it has just stuck
into their current location at 1810 Eastline Road here in Searcy.
I was able to speak with one of the stores’ consistent customers, with the ongoing operation.
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Back to biking: Mike has created a new
organization, “Warriors Empowering Children.” This
group provides support for children in difficult situations, many
of whom are foster children, or facing a court appearance. Cases
are referred to their group from the Child Safety Center of White
County or a therapist. The group connects with the child and
their guardians, adopts them into the group and lets them know
they are not alone and have a new family of people who care
about them. There is a mental health advisor with this process.
This is very powerful for a child living in fear. The group will
do all they can to be an emotional support to the child, even
accompanying them to court hearings as a show of solidarity.
Many in the group had to navigate the system as foster children
or abused children themselves, and know personally about the
needs of these children. Mike is still in contact with some of the
children his organization supported ten years ago. Their mission
statement is: “As Warriors, our enemy is the fear within
children. Our mission is to remove that fear.”
I spoke with White County Prosecuting Attorney Becky
McCoy about the Warriors organization. She shared: “They are
a great organization. They are an asset to our county and even
the surrounding counties as they support and encourage children
who are in the most difficult position in their lives. They really
are doing God’s work by building up kids emotionally and
spiritually along with providing protection. They give children
the tools to turn a bad situation positive. It is definitely a calling.
By their support, these children are strong enough to stand up to
abusers and essentially saying ‘I will not be your victim’.”
Norene Smith of the White County Prosecuting Attorney’s
office handles all the child abuse cases for our county. She has
worked closely with the Warriors organization for some time now.
I had a chance to speak with her about the role of the Warriors
in her work. She told me, “Warriors is an integral part of a great
team working with child abuse cases here in White County.
They provide mental health support to empower children. If a
case goes to trial, their presence in court is a help to the child.
Another important aspect of Warriors is they will work with a
child as long as they are needed, even long after a case has been
completed.”
 Continued on next page

 The Warriors were honored to receive a grant from the
Searcy Youth Advisory Council in October of 2019. This high
school organization works hard every year to raise money to
donate to local charities and they chose Warriors Empowering
Children to support.

“The group will do
all they can to be an
emotional support to the
child, even accompanying
them to court hearings as a
show of solidarity.”

 Here’s a picture of their group speaking at the “Jammin’ for Jessie” anti-bullying rally in Searcy. This fundraising
event took place October 12, 2019 at the White County Fairgrounds to support the Jesse Dylan James Foundation. Jesse
Dylan James, a student at Searcy High School, committed suicide September 29, 2019. It is believed online bullying
was an influence in his death.
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Warriors Empowering Children is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, so
should you decide to donate to their effort, your donations would be tax
deductible. You can donate to Warriors Empowering Children without
spending a dime. If you buy from Amazon, you can designate their
organization as your charity of choice through smile.amazon.com. Amazon
will make a donation each time you purchase from them and the funds come
out of their profit, not your pocket. They have a facebook page.
At this time, Mike is talking about organizing to put free books in the
hands of every foster child in our county. If a child is in a chaotic and/
or hypersensitive environment, a book allows that child to “go to another
place” in their mind, to have a respite from their situation which can change
and calm their emotions to a healthier state. Mike is also working with bulk
book sellers in Syracuse, NY; Atlanta, GA; and Lewisville, CO to get free
books into the hands of foster children. Another business entity in Searcy
working on this effort to bless foster children with free books is The Book
Nest, located near our courthouse square, at 107 East Center Street. This
used bookstore is the creation of two sisters, Julianne and Maryella Baker,
and they will take donations of books you would like to bring them. Check
out their facebook page.
So, if you are a book nerd in need of novels, or a bibliophile looking for
a bookery, you now have a place to peruse for that perfect publication at a
great price, right here in Searcy.

Warrior Gabby Book Warehouse
Mike and Tricia Ragsdale
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1810 Eastline Road • Searcy, AR
501 232-3000

“If a child is in a chaotic and/or hypersensitive
environment, a book allows that child to “go to
another place” in their mind, to have a respite
from their situation which can change and
calm their emotions to a healthier state.”

Mark and Denise Eaton
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Meet ✳

Milla
By Krystal Quattlebaum

M

illa Quattlebaum, a thirteen-year-old
girl, has had a strong passion for horses all of
her life. Starting at a young age, Milla competed in
lead-in with her mother, Krystal Quattlebaum, at local horse
shows on the weekends. Years later she still follows in her
mother and nonny’s footsteps, competing in speed events like
barrel racing and pole bending. She trained her first pony and
competed with her in everything she could possibly enter in
the Saturday night shows. With tremendous help from some
very good friends, Milla had the opportunity to also compete
in pleasure events with their horse, Sis. It has helped to be
on so many different horses, and learning different disciplines
teaches you better horsemanship. In 2017, she made the
Arkansas State Horse Show Championship in both speed and
pleasure events, as well as holding the 2017 White County
Fair horse show princess title.
She now competes in pole bending with her horse, Goldie,
and barrel racing with her Mother’s previous rodeo horse,
Cookie. Both qualified her for state finals in 2019. During
the week of state, Milla’s pole horse unfortunately came up
lame and was unable to compete. However, with the help of
some close horse show friends, Milla got to borrow their horse
to compete on and ended up winning 8th place at the 2019
Arkansas State Championship. Horses will bring friends that
feel more like family into your lives. Horse shows and rodeos
are definitely a family thing for us. We spend weekends
hauling together, hours caring for and practicing, but you are
always surrounded by people that understand the same hard
work and dedication horses take so you won’t find a better
support team.
Now, Milla is a member of Central Arkansas Little Britches
Association, Hillbilly Horse Show Association, and shows
with 4-H. Her goals for the year are to make the 2020 National
Little Britches Rodeo Finals, as well as the Arkansas State
Horse Show Championship, and maybe even win another
4-H District title. Milla quotes, “I am so very thankful for the
opportunity I have had, and I would never have accomplished
any of the things I have without the help of so families, friends,
and my horses. Having such a strong team behind me is what
makes all these things possible. That is why I love it all!”
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“Horse shows and rodeos are definitely a family thing for us...

you are always surrounded by people that understand the same hard work & dedication
horses take so you won’t find a better support team.”

2017 White County
Horse Show Princess
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Arkansas State
Championship
Horse Show
2017

✳
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✳

“I am so very thankful for the opportunity I have had,

and I would never have accomplished any of the things I have
without the help of families, friends, and my horses. Having
such a strong team behind me is what makes all these things
possible. That is why I love it all!”
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One “Hoof ”
I

With Stirrups & Smiles
love horses, always have. I have ridden horses

in parades as long as I can remember. Horses are like
family. The horses at the Barn were part of my family.
They sense your emotions, and I feel like they get you and go
at your own pace.
I remember Mrs. Brenda taking me out to see the horses and
I believe that the horse picks you as much as you pick them.
Bonding is a mutual thread between the two of you. You must trust
each other.
Healing is not just a strict rigid process, it is not just a job of
overseeing problems and conditions.
Stirrups and Smiles took their time and went with my feelings
and needs instead of a ‘this is my job and this is how it needs to
be done’ attitude. The first day, they took their time and let me
get comfortable being in a new and different situation; they didn’t
force me to do anything. This made it more of a fun activity and
not something I had to do. I didn’t get on the horse my first session,
I just petted and rubbed on him and fed him out of my hand. The
least favorite thing I had to do was put on the riding helmet. I had
not ever worn one before and was not liking it.
My favorite memory was when my horse got spooked by a
sudden clap of thunder and started off in a fast gait. I loved it, but
Mrs. Brenda - who was leading the horse - was not happy, but more
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at a

Time
By Dillon Black

like scared. I kept wanting to go fast again and she would always
say, “No Dillon, not ever again.” This was our ongoing discussion
with each other. If she ever caught me kicking the horse a little
trying to get him to go faster, she would always say, “Stop that
Dillon, we are not going faster.” My scariest feeling was when we
first did the dual horse therapy rides - an uneasy feeling because of
not knowing the other rider and riding too close to the other horse.
Those kinds of emotions are sensed by the horse.
I feel like the equine therapy helped me with trusting people. I
didn’t trust new people or people I really didn’t know well, which
I believe came from being bullied at school. The therapy sessions
with Stirrups and Smiles taught me to trust people. I would have 4
people in the arena with me making sure I would be ok: one person
leading the horse, one on each side either holding or having their
hands on my legs, and my therapist, Miss Deborah or Mr. Steve,
doing my activity with me. I feel like learning to trust these new
people through my therapy helped me not to be so introverted.
I would highly recommend equine therapy to any child and their
family that has had problems or gone through an illness. I would
tell them, “Whatever you have been through you will have to
trust again. It’s not going to be easy and fun all the time, but learn
to trust your horse and crew. They will go at your pace just like
healing goes at your pace.”

My final words are: “You are never going to be alone,
the horse and the therapist may not be there but you will
never be alone. You will always have a friend and run free
with the experience just like the wind. (I guess that is why
I loved the gallop incident so much.) Never be embarassed
by being in this program or scared or confused by what
you have, what you are going through, or how you are
feeling.”
I may never have the pleasure of meeting whoever reads
this article, but know that I support you in your journey
and know to take it one day, one step, or one “hoof” at a
time. God Bless You.

“You are never going to be alone, the horse and the
therapist may not be there but you will never be alone. You
will always have a friend and run free with the experience
just like the wind.”

Stirrups and Smiles is committed to improving the quality of life for children with

special needs in a safe and caring environment by increasing physical, emotional and mental
mobility using the connection between human and horse.
Find Stirrups and Smiles on Facebook & online at stirrupsandsmiles.wixsite.com

When Dillon was younger we knew that he had something

bothering him, we just didn’t know what. We first thought he
was just really bashful. He would come into a room of people
walking behind his Mom and Dad, holding their shirts, with his
eyes closed. It was the same whether it was a room of family or
strangers. We called this his disappearing mode - if he could not
see them, then they could not see him. He would have a complete
meltdown if he had to get in front of people for anything.
Dillon was diagnosed with sensory problems in 2,000 when
he was being tested in kindergarten. They explained his sensory
problems to us as this: He hears and feels things about 10x louder
and stronger than you normally do. If you speak in a loud voice to
him, it seems to him as you are yelling at him. If he is experiencing
pain/hurt then it is always multiplied
by 10. He also experiences this
with textures and tastes.
It was in the 1st grade when
equine therapy was brought forward.
My first thoughts when this was
mentioned was, “How is this going
to help? Dillon has been around
horses all his life and has ridden them
both with his Dad and Pappaw.”
Since Dillon’s parents worked during
his therapy time, I picked him up from

school and took him to the “barn” for therapy. As I sat through
these sessions, I noticed his walking and running was better. He
didn’t have the run, skip gait that he had before. It was explained
to me that the horse’s gait is the most normal rhythm and that the
rider’s legs move with the horses. (They do not use saddles, just
blankets when riding.) After this conversation, I started paying
closer attention and noticed Dillon’s legs moved in the same
motion as the horses. Dillon did not notice this because he was
busy at the time with the activities that were building his hand/eye
coordination and concentration. As I watched Dillon’s confidence
and determination grow with each session, I became more of a
believer, fan, and supporter of the equine therapy program.

“As I watched Dillon’s confidence and determination
grow with each session, I became more of a believer, fan,
and supporter of the equine therapy program.”
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A

group of ladies in the Morris School area

near Center Hill made a big decision in 1942. They
came together from Home Demonstration Clubs
in Center Hill, Armstrong Springs, Crosby, and Mt. Pisgah
areas to form the Little Indian Creek Home Demonstration
Club. Home Demonstration Clubs were sponsored by the
Extension Department of the University of Arkansas. Later,
these clubs became the Family and Community Education
Clubs. In a day without television and with most women not
working outside the home, it served a good purpose. It is
still in existence today and L.I.C. is one of eight Extension
Homemakers Clubs in the White County Delta District.
For many years, the ladies had what most deemed an impossible
dream. They dreamed of building a community center where
everyone in the community could meet together, just as they
sometimes did on the lawn of the Lucille Glass home. Wonder
of wonders, in 1962, that dream was fulfilled. It wasn’t easy for
this group of farm women who didn’t have access to much cash
money. They served meals once a week at the livestock sale barn,
depending a good deal on their own gardens and freezers. They
used a bit of volunteer labor and paid Tom Mitchell, husband of
one of the members, to be in charge of the building. The land was
donated by W.C. “Spud” and Erma Welch. The President at the
time was Lola Stark and Vice-President was Mary Cook.
The clubhouse was used for many years. However, as the
building grew older and repairs began to be needed, it became
more of a burden than a blessing. After a lot of soul-searching, on
November 30, 1994 the current members of the club decided to
sell the building to an adjoining landowner.
The 1994-95 Club membership included Catherine Anderson,
Gwen Anderson, Kathy Barclay, Lola Marie Beaty, Debbie Bond,
Mary Cook, Mary Alice English, Mary Lou Glass, Mary Groves,
Janie Sharp and Marjorie Stark.
After the sale of the clubhouse in 1994, the Little Indian Creek
Scholarship Fund Account was opened for the children and
grandchildren of current members of two years or more. Mary
Lou Glass was the scholarship fund chairman, continuing to serve
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L.I.C. in that role until her death in 2010. In September 2010, the
club voted to change the name of the scholarship to the Mary Lou
Glass Memorial Scholarship Fund in memory of her and to honor
all that she and her husband had done to help the club create the
scholarship for the members’ descendents.
Each year, L.I.C. works on community projects chosen by all
the members. Depending on the project, the work is either done
in groups or individually. The projects are based on helping their
communities or people who may be in need of extra help and
support.

“ Stirrups & Smiles Equine Therapy

was chosen as the recipient, to help give
support for their great work.
their great work.”
At the Christmas party this past year, the members decided
instead of buying gifts for each other they would instead take that
money and give to a charitable organization. Stirrups & Smiles
Equine Therapy was chosen as the recipient, to help give support
for their great work.
L.I.C. meets every 3rd Tuesday of each month at 6:30 p.m. at
the Mt. Pisgah Methodist Church. During roll call, members report
how many volunteer hours they have worked, and those totals

are turned into the White County Extension Office. Besides meeting
monthly, they also attend board and council meetings, leader lesson day,
workshops, special parties, and crafts. A perfect example is their White
County Fair booth, themed Recycled Blessings and decorated with crosses
made out of old picture frames, material, ribbon pieces and old jewelry.
Membership in L.I.C. is open to anyone, regardless of age, race, or sex.
Yes, men, you can become a valued member also. They have 17 members
now, including 2 men they are VERY thankful for. They are also blessed
to have 5 of the 1994-95 members still active. They would like to invite
younger people to come visit at their meetings. Hopefully, you will enjoy
and consider joining. Your ideas and suggestions are valued and needed.
If you are interested in joining an Extension Club, or would like to start
your own, you can call the Extension office at 501-268-5394 or email
kcullum@uaex.edu for for futher information.

“ The projects are based on helping their
communities or people who may be in
need of extra help and support.”

 White County Fair Booth
themed “Recycled Blessings”

• Helping The Community •

Here Little Indian Creek EH Club is
giving them 10 more caps and 22
pairs of socks. With member
Anne Rigsby.

Little Indian Creek EH club made
caps for the homeless. Some of
the members didn’t knit or crochet
so she bought some caps. Here is
member Kathy Lowrey giving them
30 caps.

Little Indian Creek EH club knitted
and crocheted caps for the
homeless. This is our member, Faye
Johnson, after giving them a sack
with 31 caps in it.
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By Martha Duncan Overby

A

pril of 2020, a time of uncertainty. We
were all in a challenge we have not faced before,
a pandemic. Our prayers go out to those who
contracted the virus, the families who lost loved ones to
the illness, and to those working hard to care for the ill.
Then there are the grocery store and pharmacy store
workers, delivery drivers, postal workers, etc., who had to
keep society functioning at a sane level while the powers
that be worked to chart a path through this season.
So much can be out of our control, but we can choose how
we respond to the trials that come our way. Do we concentrate
on how to take care of ourselves, or turn our focus on helping

others? It is my pleasure to share with you about a group
of local ladies and what they have done during this time of
“sheltering in.” They started sewing. Many of them were
already sewing little pillowcase dresses for missionaries
around the world. It was not a stretch to get a pattern online
and use the materials they had to begin making masks to
protect the health of those around them. Most of these masks
were given away, some were sold. Either way, an important
item was now available to the people around them, or in some
cases people around the country.

Donna, Virginia, Shirley

From left, Donna Dupree,
Virginia Evans and Shirley Yeager.
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These lovely ladies are sisters. They sewed and gave away
about 700 masks during the month of April 2020. Their masks went to
White County Central Schools, Harding Place, the Lightle Center Meals
on Wheels crew, Arcare staff, Carti staff, Providence Assisted Living,
The Crossing Nursing Home, Community Compassion Center, Oakdale
Nursing Home, Heber Springs Nursing Home, Donna’s UPS driver,
Heber Springs Community Adult School bus drivers, friends, family,
and people on Facebook.
The sisters sewed every day for three weeks straight. Donna pulled out
her phone book and started offering masks to people and organizations.
Once they had fulfilled all their requests, and had a few left, they
sold them at Thackerland Fleamarket in Judsonia to replenish sewing
materials. Donna says, “God gave me the gift of sewing and I had
material stashed away. It worked out and everyone was pleased. Several
places I took masks [to] twice. I figured the hospital auxiliary would
have a group to sew for them, so I started calling smaller organizations
to see if they needed masks. The Meals on Wheels drivers called back
needing 50 more. White County Central School was continuing their
meals program, and the workers and delivery people needed masks. I
would take out my phone book and just call around and ask who needed
them, then sew, and deliver the next day.”
“When the stores shut down and we were looking for elastic, I
happened to be in Hobby Lobby right before they shut down and bought
spandex to cut into strips and they are so soft to wear around your ears.
Sewing has been my second job, being a single mom when my children
were growing up. I have never had a lesson and I have made men’s suits
and wedding dresses.”

Donna and Tammy

Meet Donna Wheat and her daughter Tammy
Wheat (Kindergarten Teacher at Sidney
Deener Elementary).

Donna writes, “During this time of great need in
our world due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, my daughter
and I have been doing what we can to help others. The
SIS (Sisters in Service) Women’s Ministry group from
Searcy’s First Baptist Church have been working together to
sew masks for any group who requested them. We have used
materials that had been left over from other sewing projects,
like making pillowcase dresses and shorts for children in
Haiti and Africa that our Church’s Mission Teams have used
in recent trips. It has been a blessing to see how the Lord has
provided materials any time there has been a need. The gift of
sewing has kept on giving through the generations. Because,
when a mom teaches her children to sew, that is something
that lives on forever and serves as a way to give to others.”
Great sentiment Donna.

Janet Pace
This is Janet Pace.
She writes, “I have made
and donated 185 masks,
some for the hospital and
some for individuals. In
addition, I have drafted mask
and gown patterns for Unity
Health. I am grateful for all
the doctors and nurses who
work so hard to keep us safe
and well despite the danger
during this pandemic.”

Kim Wyatt

Kim Wyatt is a barber; her shop is Kim’s
Cutz here in Searcy. Of course, her shop has been shut
down due to the Corona Virus. So, Kim started sewing
masks. Those shown in the picture above went to police
officers in Minnesota. She has sewn about 500 masks
and sent them to Minnesota, Tennessee, Texas, Kansas,
Florida, and Colorado. Many of her masks went to people
in Searcy, some doctors and nurses. We hope you can
reopen your shop soon Kim.

Diann Gray

This lady is Diann Gray from
Judsonia. She shares, “I have been a member
of Unity Health White County Medical Center
Auxiliary since I retired from teaching in 2012. In
the last 5 weeks I’ve made 150 masks. I’ve donated
100 to the hospital through the Auxiliary. The rest I’ve
given to neighbors, friends, and family in the Rocky
Point community in Judsonia. I started making the
hospital isolation gowns a couple of weeks ago. I’ve
completed 10 for the hospital. A twin sheet will make
1 gown and larger sheets make two full gowns. Some
sheets were donated to the hospital for our use, and
I’ve also had donations from friends/family.”
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Sandra Sills

This masked lady with
her masked bear and little
red wagon is Sandra Sills.
Sandra tells us, “I’ve been
making masks and gowns and
collecting from others to deliver
to the hospital.” To keep social
distancing, the others would
come by her house and put their
bag of masks in the wagon in
her drive way.

Dawn Jacobs

This is Dawn Jacobs. Dawn tells me, “I, along
with Linda Ingram and several other ladies from
First Baptist Church of Searcy have been sewing
masks for our local senior care facilities and our local
hospital staff that could use the material masks. We
have made over 600, and distributed them to Providence
Assisted Living, The Crossing, and Integrity Facility.
One of our ladies covered all that Searcy Compass Senior
Living needed. Also, we have donated to hospital staff
and anyone coming in our church needing a mask. It has
been our Sister in Services mission project during this
pandemic. We wanted to do what we could do. I know
the others felt as I do, privileged to give our surplus of
materials and labor of love to help.”

Barbara Evans

Seamstress Barbara Evans shares,
“I have made 275 masks so far. I have given 75 to
my church for local health care facilities. The rest
have been given to family, friends and community
members via this basket on my front porch. I have
mailed several to friends and family in Arkansas,
Oklahoma, and Missouri. I have had generous
donations to buy more supplies. I’m very happy to
be helping with this ministry during this pandemic.”
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Linda
Ingram
This is Linda Ingram, a Unity Health Volunteer and
member of the First Baptist Church, Sisters in Service
ministry group. She has made 326 masks so far, some for family
and friends, some for Unity Health, and some for First Baptist
Church. All were donated to people who had a need for a mask.
Linda shares, “We had people who donated fabric and elastic.
When we ran out of elastic, we began cutting strips of t-shirts
to make soft straps to go around the ears. Some also used fabric
strips to tie the masks on with. There were at least 3 different
mask patterns used.”
There were also ladies that Linda wanted to mention who are
sewing and donating masks that did not provide pictures. From
the First Baptist Church: 1) Joy Laney made about 30 masks for
family and friends and to donate to FBC Searcy to give to those
in need, and 2) Sue Osborne gave about 40 to FBC, and about 48
to family and friends. From the Unity Health Volunteer group: 1)
Mary Ann Gately made 25 for Unity Health, 2) Kay Hance made
50 for Unity Health, and 15 for family and friends, and 3) Ellen
Jordan made 7 for Unity Health.

Lori and Crew

Lori Trickey, (on the left) is a Pastor’s wife,
(First Baptist of Judsonia) and Teacher’s Aide at
Riverview School. She got a call from Jamie Moss, a
nurse at Unity, who asked if she could sew some masks
for hospital staff. Once Lori got started, she provided
masks for family members and the word got out she
was sewing them. Soon she was leaving masks on her
front porch for people to come by and pick up what they
needed. Then the superintendent of Riverview School
asked if she could provide 250 for the school staff. This
picture shows Lori and her crew of three that made the
masks for school staff. Lori has finished about 400.

Billie Finley

Billie Finley is a member of College
Church of Christ, and a volunteer at Unity
hospital. She has made and donated about
60 masks, mostly to the hospital, but also to
friends and family. She is now beginning to
sew the hospital gowns.

Ginger Parker

This is Ginger Parker. Ginger shares, “I live
in Searcy and am a member of First Baptist Church
Searcy. I am part of the group making face masks to
donate locally. I’ve made over 75 to donate, but others
have made many more. I also made some for family
members out of state.”
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Zettie Holland

Zettie Holland made
23 masks, donating to First
Baptist Church and family.

Carrie
Garlington

Carrie Garlington is
also a member of the sewing
group at First Baptist Church.
She has made and given away 45
masks for friends and family.

Linda Woodford

Linda Woodford has made 49 masks
and took them to First Baptist Church for
distribution.

Since most of these masks went to Unity Health,
I contacted Jamie Laughlin, Director of Volunteer
Services. She shared her thoughts with me.
“We are incredibly grateful to our
volunteers who have sewn masks and isolation gowns
for Unity Health. Unity Health requires associates and
patients to wear a mask. Therefore, we issue thousands of
masks daily throughout the health system. Utilizing cloth
masks in our non-clinical areas allows us to support our
preservation efforts for hospital-grade masks, reserved for
patient care areas.
Distributing cloth masks also helps fulfill our effort to
supply all who enter our facilities with one so they will
hopefully continue to wear a mask in public.
Our community has really supported this effort by
donating material, as well as finished masks. Many may
be experiencing this global crisis isolated from loved ones,
but our hearts and love for the communities we service
bring us together.”
When masks were needed to protect the health of others
during this pandemic, these ladies got busy and produced
what others could not, because they knew how. The amazing
thing is, all this effort and industry just came about almost
overnight once the need was known. All these women
had the same desire - to dive into the daunting challenge
of “masking and protecting” their family, friends, health
workers and community. Using what they had on hand,
seamstresses all across White County started creating what
their community needed.
I can theorize on why this effort came about. Since most
of us in this area are one or two generations from farm
life, I’m thinking that the attitudes of self-sufficiency and
helping one’s neighbor still prevail. But honestly, I believe
there is a lot of Jesus living in the hearts of those around
us. Love still motivates us to do what we can for others,
just because we can. And I’m blessed to tell this story
documenting such nobility.
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Hometown Entrepreneurs.
At

We love to tell their stories!
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Sometimes, in the middle of an ordinary day, God decides
to plop a present in your lap that you don’t expect.

S

uch was the case for me a few months
While I was writing the rough draft, I recalled a time a
ago when I checked my email and read few months back when I was reading library books by Steve
the headline, “Book Opportunity.” My Harvey and Chip Gaines and had the thought, “I think the next
first inclination was to disregard it as spam.   book I write will be for a publisher and not just on my own.”
Who would send me a real book opportunity? It seemed total fantasy at the time - until this.
I researched and wrote at a furious pace. I reasoned that
Curiosity got the better of me and I opened it.
if
I could write a bit more than a chapter a week, I could do
Instead of the bland cookie-cutter and
the
whole book in the allotted time frame. Along the way, I
impersonal wording I expected, this was
learned
a tremendous amount about self-discipline.
different. I went ahead and responded to set up a call for more
Self-discipline is not something
information. In the meantime,
that
most people give much
I researched and came up with
thought
to. It’s usually regarded
many questions, determined not
“Self-discipline is actually a skill set
as
something
you either have or
to fall into the trap of some scam.
that you can learn. That’s good news
don’t
have.
As
I learned during
Then,
something
weird
the
course
of
writing
the book,
for the rest of us because that means
happened - everything checked
that’s
not
the
case.
out. They provided references,
anyone can learn it.”
If you have ever seen someone
asked for writing samples, and
overflowing
with drive and energy
the more I went through the
to
get
things
accomplished, they
processes, the more things started
go
in
and
seem
to effortlessly
lining up perfectly. I felt God guiding me through this, almost
knock
things
out
of
the
park
with
everything
they
touch. They
as if He were saying, “Here you go. This is what I have
make
it
seem
like
some
sort
of
magic
but
it’s
not.
planned for your next step. Just trust me.”
Self-discipline is actually a skill set that you can learn. That’s
I knew that in order to do this, I would have to focus solely
good
news for the rest of us, because that means anyone can
on writing this book. They wanted a rough draft in 6 short
learn
it. Success leaves footprints, whether it be in business
weeks. Yipes! Still, I had this peace and assurance deep down
or
personal
life.
that I would not fail at this. God gave me this opportunity and
Just
in
case
you are not a super-tracker that can spot success
through it, the privilege of helping others.
footprints
a
mile
away, my newest book, Self-Discipline in Six
Was I still scared? You bet I was. Sometimes you have to
Weeks:
How
to
Build
Goals With Soul and Make Your Habits
keep putting one foot in front of the other even when you can’t
Work
for
You,
breaks
it
all down into easy steps for you.
see the path very far in front of you.
What makes this book different is that it borrows from
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“Begin to weave, and God will give you the thread.”
~ German proverb
several different schools of thought, among them neuroscience
of how our brain works and why it operates the way it does, to
mindfulness and positive psychology.
Right now it may seem like you have a million things between
where you are now and where you want to be. These things may
include to-do lists that are a mile long, self-doubt, and indecision.
You’re not alone.
If you have struggled with any of these things, or if you are
already a high achiever looking to level up your self-discipline,
this book guides you through self-inquiry exercises to help you
determine the things that are truly important to you and how to

“Sometimes you have to keep putting one
foot in front of the other even when you
can’t see the path very far in front of you.”

prioritize them. Six skill-building chapters help you hone your
ability to succeed, including understanding your true values,
finding purpose, setting meaningful goals, and learning how to
bounce back from anything. Last, but certainly not least, it talks
about ways to handle stress and setbacks with self-compassion.
Throughout the process of writing it, I learned all this and more,
which I can’t wait to share with you. I also designed a companion
online course, Questing for Self-Motivation to Achieve Your
Personal Goals. They are not the same, but they do complement
each other well. The course is broken up into short video lectures
that are less than 15 minutes each. You can listen to them at
home or on the go and it includes lifetime access. It’s designed
to set you on the track for success and walk you through setting
up achievable goals, avoiding common pitfalls, 12 simple selfmotivation strategies, and how to manage your time so that you
can pursue your goals. It comes with a workbook, video walkthroughs, the complete slide deck, and text of the main points. I
designed it with busy people in mind, so it can be completed in 15
minutes a day for less than a week.
Since finishing the book and the course, promoting them has
continued to push my comfort zones. Our comfort zones are
comfortable and familiar, but it’s when we reach beyond them that
we grow as people and start reaching for and achieving our goals
and dreams.
I remember a bit over a year ago, after I had published my first
book, The Pearl Perspective, walking into a Barnes and Noble
store with my husband. I walked over to the new releases, and told
my husband, “Someday, when we walk in here, we are going to
see my book on the shelf.” It was nothing more than a far-fetched
dream at that time.
That same scene replayed in my head with vivid clarity when
I saw the promotional graphic from the publishing company for
Self-Discipline in Six Weeks. There, in plain print, it said “Now
Available at Barnes and Noble, Amazon, and Books a Million,”
along with some other names I did not recognize.
I once read a German proverb that said: “Begin to weave, and
God will give you the thread.” So now, I ask you: What is your

dream? You may not have told a soul, as I had not told anyone
about wanting my next book to be for a publishing company. It
may be a small hope whispering in your heart. That’s how it starts.
What can you do today to start weaving towards your dream?
It won’t come easy, and it may not come when you want it. It
may even come when you least expect it. You’ll have to work for
it, but with prayer and self-discipline your dreams are possible.
Self-Discipline in Six Weeks is available at Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, Books A Million, and many other places books are sold.
My online course, Questing for Self Motivation to Achieve Your
Personal Goals, can be found by going to contentmentquesting.
com/shop. Then, click on the link for the course and enter the code
SEARCY20 at checkout to get 20% off the purchase price.
Dreams are worth having and pursuing. Remember that with
God, all things are possible. If you have a dream in your heart,
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage you to pursue
it. You may start with baby steps. Those baby steps may not be
perfect, but even baby steps still move you forward. I will leave
you with this quote that stuck in my head as I started pursuing my
own dreams. Don’t wait. Take one tiny action today. The world
needs you, and it needs your dreams.

“A year from now, you will wish you
had started today.”
~ Karen Lamb
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Mid Century Modern Nightstand

by amanda Lutrell

*This is a super versatile piece that could easily be used for a bookshelf, bathroom storage shelf,
TV stand, or any number of things!

1

I began by cutting my materials
to length. I cut three 1x8 select
pine boards to 40 inches long
for my shelf pieces. This will
be the length of the nightstand.
I cut six pieces of pine screen
trim at 40 inches to cover the
front and back edges of the
1x8 shelf boards and six 8 inch
pieces to cover the end edges.
I then cut six 9 inch pieces of
1x8 to be the shelf supports.

4

After allowing the wood glue
to set for a couple of minutes
I nailed the two pieces of
wood together for additional
strength.
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In my previous article, I built a headboard for my daughter Ashlynn’s
bedroom makeover. She loves Boho style with a bit of Mid Century Modern.
Her wallpaper, headboard and bedding have the Boho style, so I decided that
her nightstand would be the perfect place to incorporate the Mid Century vibe.
I found an inspiration piece online, but it was too large for the space, and quite
frankly, more than I wanted to pay. The solution? DIY of course!

2

5

On the end of one of my
9 inch support boards I
liberally spread wood
glue. (Although any
kind will work, I prefer
Gorilla Wood Glue.)

I then marked down 10 inches from
the end of my shelf board, which is
where the second support board will
be. I followed steps 2-4 to attach the
support board to the shelf board,

3

6

Once the glue was applied, I
butted the 9 inch support board
to the 40 inch shelf board
using a speed square to ensure
a 90 degree angle. *Be sure to
remove any excess glue with a
rag and warm water as the glue
will hinder the staining process
later.

For the third support board I
measured down 22 inches from
the second support board and
again followed steps 2-4.

7

Once all 3 support boards were
in place, I put wood glue on
the ends and placed the second
shelf board piece on top and
nailed them together.

8

10

On the bottom side of the nightstand
I attached straight top plate hardware
for legs, and then screwed in the 6
inch tapered legs

13

I stained the piece in Minwax
Early American stain to match the
headboard I had previously made,
and once dry, applied a satin clear
coat.

I set aside this piece of the
nightstand and made an identical
piece following steps 2-6. (Step
7 is not necessary on this piece.)

11

9

I put the second piece on top of the first
piece with “like” ends opposite of each
other which really brings out the Mid
Century style. I attached the two pieces
together with wood glue and a nail gun.

Again using the wood glue and
nail gun, I attached the screen
trim around the edges of the shelf
boards which gave the nightstand
a more finished look.

12

Using stainable wood
filler I filled in all nail
holes, allowed to dry, and
then sanded.

I was very pleased with the finished product,
as it turned out much like the inspiration piece and not
only adds function to Ashlynn’s room, but just the right
amount of Mid Century flare!

Be sure to check out the next issue
for a DIY floating shelf!
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Success with

“My Searcy Living
ads always get our
store feedback
and results unlike
any other form of
advertising
we use!”

“The success of
our preliminary
advertising
commitment with
Searcy Living
led us to become
consistent clients.”

~Jay Moore
Homer’s Ace
Hardware

~Jeremy Ford
Integrity Pool
Services
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“My first ad in
Searcy Living
brought me
ten new clients
within weeks.”
~Lindsey Edwards
Southern Roots
Salon

We would like
to thank

“Shianna’s Cleaning has
been advertising with
Searcy Living for many
years. It has brought many
long term customers. We
always know when the
edition comes out because
the phone starts ringing.
My daughter Cesilee put
her number in the last issue
as the manager and her
exact words were, ‘MOM,
my phone keeps ringing.’
The greatest advertising
for us is the Searcy Living
Christmas Catalog. We
receive 100’s of coupons
each year to the point that
we bring in holiday help.
The coupons keep coming
in through our expiration
date on our coupon which
is May. If you are wanting
to grow your business we
would recommend Searcy
Living and especially the
Christmas edition. We love
the hardworking staff and
all Searcy Living stands
for.”

all the
advertisers
and readers
that make
this magazine
possible!
We are
hometown
owned and
hometown
proud!

your hometown magazine

~ Shianna Cowell
Shianna’s Cleaning
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By Carrie Adams

Aubri Kate Flowers & Milly
Age 5

A

ubri Kate’s love for animals came natural
for her at a young age, especially her love for ponies. Since
birth, any money she received (birthday or Christmas), we
saved for her. When she got old enough, we began asking her what
she wanted to do with her money, and her response was always the
same - save it for a pony. Her dream finally came true in September
of 2019, at the age of 5. She had finally bought her own pony. Milly
was a brown and white paint, 3 months old. Mr. Eddie Boone had
brought her and her mom to the fair. Aubri fell in love and the two
of them made a deal. So, for the next 2-3 months multiple trips
were made to see Milly, until she was weaned. On November 10th,
Milly came home and there was no stopping Aubri from being with
Milly, even in the rain. She was in love. On January 31st, at feed
time, we noticed something was wrong. Milly was staggering and
could hardly stand up. Despite the vet calls and treatment, Milly
did not make it through the night. Aubri was devastated. As soon
as Luanne Quattlebaum found out, we were determined to find the
perfect pony and the hunt was on. So with her help, we brought
home Milly (the second), the sweetest black mare, kid broke, and
ready to go. The hole in her heart instantly began to be mended. Her
love only continues to grow. For those who say it was just a horse,
well they just don’t understand.

“

For those who say it was

just a horse, well they just
’
”
don t understand.
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Success with

“ W e have a reputation for
serving our customers in a
very helpful, professional
manner. So we advertise in
Searcy Living because they
share the same philosophy
of serving the people of our
community.”
~ Ryan & Georgia Roop

Roop's Carpet
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Imagine
To

By Christine Walker
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pproximately fifteen or so years ago, God brought it to my attention that there needed
to be a resource and source of encouragement for foster and adoptive families. And as most of you know from
there, because of your partnership in this endeavor the Searcy Living Foster Care Boutique was born: A simple
vision to connect your donations to these families that are stepping up to help orphans, and bless those foster
families with the knowledge that you are a part of their journey to protect, heal and love children in crisis. For many years I
watched as foster homes opened, and quite a few quickly closed. As everyday people struggled to follow the mission God put
on their heart, I watched them navigate mostly alone except for an occasional expert who would try to give direction or advice,
for a season.

The dream for the Foster Care Boutique
that was put into my heart was that a connection with the
community would be so strong and lengthy that foster parent
retention would be the norm; and that when adoptions
happened the community would rise up in many different
ways. That the “norm” would be entire communities helping take
the responsibility to the point that there were no children forgotten
and left behind. That foster care and adoption would not be a
journey that left some feeling broken and exhausted.
There are usually around 5,000 children in the Arkansas
foster care system at any given time and usually around 1,000
up for adoption. And many never will be adopted. So many of
these children are easy going and not a challenge. But, many
are struggling with things beyond what we can imagine and the
foster families trying to help them are navigating territory that
is uncharted for them and frankly no training could prepare one

for. It really does take a village. But the encouragement that you
have given them through donating baby items, diapers, gently
used clothing, etc., lets them know that we are all in this journey
together.
I have shared many stories in the magazine about this, but
this story is an update on all you have helped to accomplish. We
started with a small room in the Searcy Living office that simply
gave away used clothing donated by the community, with our staff
helping when able. But the mission has grown and served so many
that we needed a larger facility and more help in coordinating
volunteers and keeping things organized and sorted. The mission
evolved into the official non-profit, the Imagine and Believe
Foundation. The following story by Martha Overby gives more
detail about that journey and some of the people that helped get it
to the next level.
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The F o s t e r C a r e &
Adop tion Bou tique

New Home
David & Kim
Overstreet

By Martha
Duncan Overby

“This is the true story of how several people of faith, vision and heart worked together...”
o quote Christine Walker, Searcy Living Publisher: “I Imagine a world where every child has a
safe and loving home. And I Believe with your help it can happen.” With this vision, the Imagine and Believe
Foundation was created. The vision is three-fold: 1) Connect resources to the foster care community, 2) The
Imagine & Believe Foster Care Boutique, and 3) Provide education for foster/adoptive parents and community.
The Imagine & Believe Foster Care/
Adoption Boutique is a store where foster and
adopting families can shop for FREE. Several years ago,
Christine reached out to the community and soon the Foster
Care/Adoption Boutique was born out of the efforts of many.
Our community not only helped to get this blessing set up at the
office of Searcy Living, but continues to donate the stock to be
distributed to our county foster and adopting families. The Foster
Care/Adoption Boutique is now managed by Taylor England,
along with a staff of volunteers. The phone number for the Imagine
& Believe Foundation is (501) 593-5263.
Most of the time, when a child is removed from their home it
is in a time of crisis and emergency. It is not uncommon for that
child to have little or nothing to take with them in the way of
clothing or possessions. The Imagine & Believe Foster/Adoption
Boutique provides a place where those needs can be met without
cost to the foster parent and is a great source of encouragement to
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those who are fostering or who have adopted. What a blessing! As
the Imagine & Believe boutique grew, so did the need for a larger
location. This is the story of how several people of faith, vision
and heart worked together to meet this need.
Last year, Christine spoke at a meeting of the Junior Auxiliary,
sharing her vision to meet the needs of foster families and how the
Foster Care Boutique fit into that vision. The Imagine & Believe
Foster Care/Adoption Boutique was up and running, but growing
to the point of needing a larger location.
If you are not aware of what the Junior Auxiliary does, let me
school you. Our local chapter is involved with seven different
ongoing projects here in White County. Their vision is to, as their
Facebook page states, “...meet the needs of its citizens, especially
the children.” Great organization. (Did you know that the creation
of our local Sunshine School was actually a project of the Junior
Auxiliary of Searcy back in 1964? Check out their Facebook page
for more info.)

“ Most of the time when a child is removed from
their home it is in a time of crisis and emergency. It is not
uncommon for that child to have little or nothing to
take with them in the way of clothing or possessions.”
Getting back to our story, member Lindsey Edwards attended that meeting
of the Junior Auxiliary. In her heart, she immediately shared Christine’s vision
and wanted to help. What more could be done? She called in reinforcements
in the way of her Pastor, David Overstreet of Whitney Lane Family Worship
Center in Kensett. He and his wife have fostered and adopted children
themselves, as have other families in their church.
Lindsey arranged for herself, Pastor Overstreet and Christine to meet.
This meeting was at the Searcy Living office, and she arrived with lattes
for everyone at the meeting. Able to see that it was a struggle to manage the
Foster Care Boutique in the limited space, Pastor Overstreet was excited
to help and immediately offered space at his church - and the move began.
After a few months, there was a rearrangement at the church to make room
for a Christian school, so the Foster Care Boutique was moved to its current
location within the church buildings. This new space is about 800 square
feet, much larger than that original room at the Searcy Living office.
But with the new location there was a new challenge. This space had
heat, but no air conditioning. The need was shared with the church. Church
member Josh Pylant spoke up, who works for Mize Heat and Air here in
Searcy. Josh approached his employer, Phillip Mize, about how his business
could be a help in this situation. Phillip offered to cover the cost of a new
heat and air unit for the Boutique. Wow, that was a big donation!
I spoke with Phillip and asked how he felt about being part of this project.
His response was, “I was glad to help. The need is ongoing and pretty
important.”
Then one Saturday Josh and another church member, Phil Bridges, installed
the unit into the Foster Care Boutique space. Josh shared his thoughts about
that day: “I met Christine Walker, not realizing who she was. I could tell she
was a special person with a big heart. I don’t know that I could do what she
does, but we can all do something.”
Enlarging the Boutique was surely a team effort: Lindsey Edwards wanted
to do more; Pastor Overstreet offered a space; Josh Pylant reached out to
his employer Philip Mize; Phillip Mize donated a heat and air unit; Church
members Josh Plyant and Phil Bridges did the installation.
The Boutique has been a community effort since day one. The contributions
from our awesome Searcy Living readers have continued to stock the shelves
with their donations to meet the needs of foster and adopting families in our
community. You and I can continue that effort. We can drop off donations at
the Searcy Living office at 812 S. Main Street and then Imagine & Believe
volunteers take it to the new location to be sorted and distributed. New or
gently used items are welcome.
I don’t think I can improve on Josh’s words, “We can all do something.”

Lindsey Edwards

Showed up to the Searcy Living office with a
Latte for everyone and the leader of her church
offering to help the Foster Care Boutique.

Amy and Josh Pylant

Josh installed the new air system that Mize
donated. Pictured with his beautiful wife Amy.

 Whitney Lane Family Worship Center
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The Imagine & Believe
Foundation would like
to thank Phillip Mize
for the donation of the
HVAC system. Without
that donation we would
not have been able to
make the move.

David & Kim
Overstreet

The Imagine &
Believe Foundation

f o u n dat i o n
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gives you a way to let
foster and adoptive
families know they
are not alone.
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Imagine & Believe Foundation
We provide

the Foster Care Boutique, which is where your donations of
clothing and diapers are connected to foster parents.

We connect

seasoned mentors (former foster parents) to new foster and
adoptive parents, giving them a resource to ask questions and glean wisdom from
someone who truly understands their journey.

We help new foster homes get set up with things such as play pens and child

safety gates. We help fill in the gaps. There are so many things to get and do to
prepare to be a new parent of a child or children of varying ages.

We know the journey of fostering and adopting is very rewarding, but it can also
have great times of discouragement and loss. We try to be an encouragement
system and reminder that this community really does care about the
orphans and the caretakers of the orphan ministry.

If a foster family does not have the time to come
by the Foster Care Boutique, we deliver the clothing and
diapers to them. This service is needed, for instance,
when a foster family takes in a foster child at 3am and
has to be at work by 8am the next morning.

Please send donations to:
Imagine & Believe Foundation • P.O. Box 2042 • Searcy, AR 72145
Phone (501) 593-5263
My check is enclosed to help wherever needed.

 $20

 $50

 Other

 I want to donate my time. My talent is:
___________________________________

Imagine & Believe is a Non-Profit 501(c)(3) • Donations are Tax Deductible
501.593.5263
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Keep your head up. God gives His
hardest battles to His strongest
soldiers.

Show your support for life and help raise money
at the same time! Purchase an official Choose Life
Arkansas License Plate for the rear of your car. You
can obtain one through direct purchase from the
Department of Finance and Administration.
Let’s make the readership of Searcy Living the
BIGGEST supporters for life in the state!
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Dinner
&

a magazine

avocado
1 Ripe

egg

1 Fresh

pepper
sauce

Franks RED
HOT Original
( found near the
Tabasco)

cheese
Cheddar,
shredded
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Baked Egg

In An Avocado
By Tanya Leckie

It probably goes without a reminder, but as
always... buy the very best eggs you can afford. If
you don’t think there’s a difference in taste, just try
a farm fresh egg from chickens who live outside
and scratch in the dirt, and are friendly with all the
roosters. There’s an absolute difference. Natural
grocers and even Walmart sell better eggs too.
1. Preheat your oven to 400° and grab a
muffin tin. (This will keep the avocado halves
from tipping over.) If you don’t have a muffin
tin, simply make a couple of NESTS out of a small
amount of crumpled up aluminum foil and place
them on a baking sheet - same concept. It will just
keep the avocado halves stable.
2. Using a sharp knife, cut the avocado in
half, realizing you’ll not be cutting through the
pit, but going all the way around with your cut.
Remove the pit by pressing the sharp blade of the
knife into the pit, giving it a twist, and lifting the
pit out. Discard the pit.
Tanya Turner Leckie’s
cookbook, Cartwheels In The Kitchen,
is available by e-mailing her at
lazydaygourmet@sbcglobal.net.
Partial proceeds through sales benefit
the Makonde Team mission work in
Tanzania, Africa.

3. VERY IMPORTANT: Using a spoon, scoop
out about 1 tablespoon of avocado from each
half. This will allow room for the egg mixture.
Save that scooped out avocado; just put it on your
plate you’ll be eating from.
4. Place the avocado halves on your muffin
tin or aluminum foil nests so they are stable and
don’t wobble.
5. Now break the egg in a small bowl or cup,
add a few dashes of Franks, and stir briskly.
Pour half the mixture into each avocado half and
transport to your preheated oven.
6. Bake at 400° for 20 minutes. Remove from
oven, top with shredded cheddar cheese, and enjoy.

Crossword
Across
3. Dillon recommends _______ therapy to any child and their
family that has had problems or gone through an illness.
5. It’s when we reach beyond _______ zones that we grow as
people.
6. When you go out of your way to help someone, it can have
a _______ impact on their lives.
7. Many of the Hometown Heroines were already _______
pillowcase dresses for missionaries around the world.
9. The orthopaedic staff at the Unity Health – Orthopaedic
and Spine Center want to _______ patients with the most
knowledge before moving forward.
10. Chris states that people who are calm and at peace make
better _______ and stay healthier.
Down
1. There are no _______ on a cattle farm.
2. Membership in L.I.C. is open to _______.
4. The Imagine & Believe Foster/Adoption Boutique provides
a place where needs can be met without cost to the foster
parent and is a great source of encouragement to those who
are _______ or who have adopted.
7. Occasionally Mike and staff will find _______ books.
8. Today’s EIFS product is, in effect, a synthetic _______ with
super abilities to resist mold and mildew.

Find the Answers

Riddles

.com

Can you guess the word or phrase?
1.

GESG

4.

time
ABDEF

2.

ban ana
3.

deal
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